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Theoretical and experimental investigation of two proposed thermal management approaches for high-
power fiber lasers is presented. The first is an approach to reduce the amount of generated thermal 
energy by reducing the quantum defect (QD) in the system, which is the dominating process in an 
optimized fiber laser system. The second is an approach to extract thermal energy from the active fiber, 
which will balance the generated thermal energy and make it a radiation-balanced fiber laser. To 
achieve the first approach, six Yb-doped multicomponent fluorosilicate fibers were fabricated and 
investigated. With experimental characterization of the refractive index profile, thermo-optic 
coefficient, ytterbium spectroscopy, and Raman and Brillouin scattering, these fibers were found to be 
suitable for low QD operation. By experimentally setting up a Fabry-Perot cavity laser, QD of less than 
1% and slope efficiencies near 70% are achieved, which are limited by splice and background losses in 
the fiber. Simulations on a power amplifier stage with a double-clad version of the fiber were performed 
and slope efficiency near 80% is expected. To achieve the second approach, four fibers fabricated by 
chemical vapor deposition are investigated. A vacuum-environment, contactless measurement method 
is designed based on the temperature dependence of Brillouin scattering from the fiber. Although no 
cooling was observed in the fiber so far, the analysis here serves as an important basis for further fiber 
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High-power lasers have made their impact on a wide range of research and applications such as material 
processing [1], particle acceleration [2], gas remote sensing [3]–[5], and industrial manufacturing [6]. Up 
to now, different types of lasers have been manufactured to operate at high power (>kW) such as solid 
state lasers [7], gas lasers [8], diode lasers [9], [10], and fiber lasers [6],[11]. Fiber lasers are one of the 
latest entries in the laser technology family, with advantages such as high beam quality [12], high 
brightness [13], low transmission loss, low sensitivity to outside perturbation, and extraordinary 
capacity of heat dissipation [14]. High-power fiber lasers with kW-level  output have developed quickly 
over the past 30 years and been widely used in numerous industrial and defense-related applications 
[6]. These high-power lasers have shown advantageous slope efficiencies and beam qualities over 
traditional solid-state laser systems. For example, the work in [15] shows a slope efficiency of 74% and a 
beam quality factor 𝑀" better than 1.2 with >2.1 kW continuous wave (CW) output power. Mature 
commercial products are also available with high performance such as the high-power fiber lasers 
manufactured by IPG photonics [16], which support up to 20 kW single-mode output, and 500 kW multi-
mode output.  
However, with a requirement for higher output power in certain applications, problems can appear 
when the lasers operate close to such power level. These limitations include thermal effects, nonlinear 
effects, damage thresholds and available pump power [17]. While the damage threshold of fiber is 
usually not reached with current output power levels and available pump power could usually be solved 
by combining more diode laser pumps into the fiber, thermal effects and nonlinear effects are two 
dominant phenomena that limit further power scaling [6], [17]–[19]. Nonlinear effects such as 
stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) and stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) have turn-on thresholds that 
are inversely proportional to the intensity of light inside the fiber; therefore, a simple solution to reduce 
such effects is to increase the core size of the fiber, which yields what are known as large mode area 
(LMA) fibers. In LMA fibers, optical intensity is reduced by spreading the power over a larger effective 
area. Over the past two decades, high-power lasers via LMA fibers were developed with reduced non-
linearities [20], [21]. However, LMA fibers introduce additional parasitic thermal effects such as 
transverse mode instability (TMI) [19], which is presently the dominant limitation in further power 
scaling of fiber lasers. Moreover, fibers are usually surrounded by a polymer coating with limited 
tolerance to heat, which may also limit the maximum output power achievable by the fiber laser. 
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Therefore, careful management of generated thermal energy in fiber lasers has become an important 
issue, which will be discussed in detail in this thesis.  
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives background information on the 
operating principle of ytterbium (Yb) doped fibers, origin of thermal energy during laser operation, the 
corresponding thermal effects, and two proposed approaches of thermal management. Chapter 3 and 
Chapter 4 discuss the two proposed approaches in detail, including background information, fiber 
design, fiber characterization, experimental design, experimental results and discussion, and theoretical 





This chapter discusses the basic background knowledge of the cylindrical waveguide, ytterbium energy 
level diagrams, processes of thermal energy generation during fiber laser operation, and thermal-related 
effects that limit further power scaling. Finally, two approaches for thermal management are proposed 
and will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3 and 4, respectively.  
2.1	 Background	
Optical fiber is a transparent cylindrical dielectric waveguide that transmits light by the process of total 
internal reflection. A basic structure of optical fiber is shown in Fig 2.1. The cladding is usually made 
from pure silica and the core is usually made from silica with certain dopants, which raises the refractive 
index so that the optical signal is largely confined in the core. A polymer buffer is usually coated outside 
the cladding layer to mechanically protect the fragile core and cladding. Standard sizes of cladding and 
buffer are 125 µm and 250 µm in diameter, and the core diameter usually varies from 5 µm to 10 µm in 
a single-mode fiber, and as large as 100 µm in a multi-mode fiber.  
 
Fig 2.1: Basic structure of optical fiber  
With its specific geometry and material, optical fiber has certain advantages considering laser 
application. First, since light is mostly confined in the small core, light output from fibers usually has a 
high beam quality (especially in single-mode fibers) and often possesses diffraction-limited beam 
quality. Second, fiber lasers have high brightness compared to other high-power laser sources, which is 
an important feature since many applications require very high power in a single transverse mode. 
Brightness is a measure of the power per unit area per unit solid angle, or simplified for the case of fiber, 
power per unit area per unit of divergence, which is related to the fiber numerical aperture (NA). For 
example in material processing [22] a 10 kW diode laser with 20 transverse modes  is not as useful as a 1 
kW fiber laser with 1 transverse mode. Third, optical fibers have very low transmission loss at around 
1	µm, which is the wavelength of interest in Yb-doped fiber lasers. This property reduces cavity loss in a 
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laser configuration and therefore reduces the threshold and increases the slope efficiency of the laser. 
Finally, optical fiber is a very long and thin cylinder with a very large surface-to-volume ratio, which 
allows for an exceptional capacity of heat dissipation when compared to rod type solid state lasers.  
2.2	 Ytterbium-doped	fiber	
From laser theory, there are three essential factors to make a laser, which are feedback, pump, and gain 
medium. In fiber lasers, feedback could be achieved from a ring cavity [23] or Fabry-Perot cavity [24] 
configuration, pumping could be achieved by coupling diode laser output into the fiber, and the gain 
medium could be achieved by doping active ions into optical fibers. Most of the active ions used in fiber 
applications are the rare-earth ions found at the bottom of the periodic table such as neodymium, 
erbium, thulium, ytterbium, etc. A complete 4f energy level diagram for all trivalent lanthanide ions is 
shown in Fig 2.2 [25], from which preference for 𝑌𝑏() as the active ion in high-power applications can 
be understood.  
 
Fig 2.2: Complete 4f energy level diagram for the trivalent lanthanides [25]  
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First, unlike other dopants such as 𝐸𝑟() and 𝑁𝑑(), which have numerous higher energy levels,  𝑌𝑏() is 
characterized by a two-level system. This is because the electron configuration of 𝑌𝑏() is [𝑋𝑒]4𝑓4(, 
which leaves only one unpaired spin in the 4𝑓 subshell as shown in Table 2.1. Therefore, the total spin 
angular momentum S is 1/2, and total orbital angular momentum is L = |−3 × 2 − 2 × 2 − 1 × 2 +
0 × 2 + 1 × 2 + 2 × 2 + 3| = 3, which corresponds to the 𝐹" A/" ( = (2S+1)LJ ) ground level and only one 
other high energy level 𝐹" C/" because total angular momentum J can only take values from |𝐿 − 𝑆| to 
L + S. The main advantage of this two-level diagram is that there is much less possibility of up-
conversion from the upper laser level to higher levels. This up-conversion is a result of the clustering 
effect [26], which happens when two active ions are in close proximity and transfer energy from one to 
another. This is an inevitable process because of the nature of optical fiber as an amorphous material, 
which does not possess the property of a periodic distribution over space like a crystal. When clustering 
happens, active ions could be excited to energy levels higher than the upper laser levels and generate 
higher energy (shorter wavelength) photons corresponding to transitions from higher energy levels 
directly to the ground level. An example is the ~550 nm green observed when pumping an erbium-
doped fiber with 980 nm laser diodes [27]. A zoom-in energy diagram of 𝐸𝑟() and 𝑌𝑏() is shown in Fig 
2.3 to illustrate this process, where the ~550 nm transitions are marked with green arrows. These 
processes strongly degrades laser efficiency especially in heavily doped active fibers because the 
generated photons are not at desired wavelengths. However, because of the two-level configuration of 
𝑌𝑏(), this up-conversion process is largely eliminated  and as a result, higher laser efficiency could be 
achieved and more 𝑌𝑏() could be doped into the fiber, which are very important properties in high-
power applications.  
Table 2.1   Spin and magnetic quantum number (𝒎𝒍) chart for the electrons populating the 4f 
subshell in 𝒀𝒃𝟑) ground level ( 𝑭𝟐 𝟕/𝟐) 
𝑚P  -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 





Fig 2.3:  Energy level diagram of 𝐸𝑟() and 𝑌𝑏() 
Second, Yb-doped fiber is found to have a large emission and absorption cross section compared to 
other active fibers (~five times that of Er-doped fiber and ~three times that of Tm-doped fiber). This 
larger cross section as well as the available higher active ion concentration enable the Yb-doped fiber 
laser system to have higher optical gain. 
From laser theory two-level systems cannot provide optical gain, and therefore preclude lasing. 
However, as shown in Fig 2.4 (a) [6], because of Stark splitting, 𝐹" C/", 𝐹" A/" split into 3 and 4 sublevels, 
respectively. More specifically, the degeneracy of the energy levels is given by J + 4
"
, which is broken 
through interaction with the electric field associated with the host. This Stark splitting renders the 
energy levels as manifolds. Transitions between the Stark components could involve fast processes of 
generation and annihilation of phonons. Therefore, Yb-doped fiber lasers could operate efficiently as 
three- or four-level systems and provide high optical gain. An example of emission and absorption cross 
sections of a commercial Yb-doped aluminosilicate fiber is shown in Fig 2.4 (b), which has the zero-
phonon line around 976 nm, absorption local maximum around 920 nm and emission local maximum 
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around 1030 nm. Adding other dopants such as phosphorus or fluorine may change the shape and 
amplitude of the plot to some extent (such as the fiber discussed in Chapter 3), but as long as the fiber is 
Yb-doped, the cross section plots will be largely similar. This is because the 4𝑓 subshell is not the 
outermost subshell in 𝑌𝑏() electron configuration. Instead, it is shielded by the 5s and 5𝑝 subshells and 
this shielding preserves 4𝑓 transitions and results in similar cross section line-shapes over a wide range 
of hosts. However, small perturbations to this shield do happen when Yb ions are in different hosts and 
result in small change in the shape and amplitude. This is a point that will be discussed later. 
  
(a) (b) 
Fig 2.4:  (a) Energy level Stark splitting of Yb()in silica [4], (b) emission and absorption cross sections 
spectra for Yb-doped commercial aluminosilicate optical fiber 
2.3	 Thermal	energy	generation	
Ytterbium has the above advantages as a dopant and Yb-doped fiber lasers were made to operate at 
several hundreds of watts in the late 1990s [28], without too much concern about the thermal effects in 
the system. This is understandable because, as discussed above, fiber as an active medium has notable 
capacity of heat dissipation because of the geometry (a very thin [hundreds of microns diameter at 
most] and long [tens or hundreds of centimeters depending on the laser system] cylinder with a very 
large surface to volume ratio). However, as the requirement for higher laser output power continues to 
climb past the 1 kW region, thermal management of high-power lasers has become an increasingly 
important issue to consider. Before analyzing the thermal effects (section 2.4), it is reasonable to discuss 
the source of thermal energy in the system. Firstly, during the fiber fabrication process, in addition to 
the desirable dopants, impurity atoms could also be introduced, which may possess broad absorption 
bands and do not radiatively emit photons. As a result, the absorbed energy is transferred to phonons 
and eventually dissipates to thermal energy in the material. Secondly, in fiber laser systems there are 
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inevitable fusion splices between active and passive fibers. If the modes in the two fibers do not match, 
it will lead to imperfect splices, which will result in light coupling into the cladding and buffer. Since the 
buffer is usually a purely absorbing material, all the energy from the leakage light will be absorbed and 
eventually transferred into thermal energy in the fiber. Thirdly, since the signal photon energy must be 
smaller than the pump photon energy to achieve optical gain, which means the signal wavelength 𝜆Y 
must be greater than pump wavelength 𝜆Z. This energy difference leads to a figure-of-merit to quantify 
the heat generation in the active fiber, which is the quantum defect (QD) as defined in equation (2.1).  
 





The QD represents the percentage of pump power transferred to thermal energy in the condition of 
quantum limit, which means for every photon that is used to pump the system, there will always be a 
photon emitted out at the signal wavelength, and the only thermal energy generated in this process is 
the energy difference between these two photons. 
Of the above three thermal energy generation processes, the first two are engineerable and can be 
largely suppressed by optimization of the fabrication process and splice quality. However, since pump 
photon energy is always greater than that of the signal photon, it is the QD-related heating that 
dominates the generated thermal energy in an optimized fiber laser system. Therefore, one approach to 
managing thermal energy in high-power fiber lasers is to develop low quantum defect fiber laser 
systems, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3.  
2.4	 Thermal-related	effects	
After thermal energy is generated during fiber laser operation, several thermal-related effects will 
appear and lead to problems from the parasitic [11], [19] to the catastrophic [14], [17]. Catastrophic 
failure, which means permanent damage to the fiber, obviously sets the upper limit to heat power that 
could be introduced in the active fiber core for a certain length. The maximum thermal load could be 
calculated based on the material properties of core and cladding such as the rupture modulus and 
melting temperature [29]. While the calculation in [29] only considers the core and cladding of the fiber, 
fibers are usually coated with a polymer buffer, which is the easiest way to mechanically protect the 
core and cladding. However, polymer coating not only impedes heat flow in the fiber and exacerbates 
heating because of its low thermal conductivity, it also has a relatively low melting point and can even 
burn when the temperature is high. Therefore, in real fiber laser systems it is usually the damage 
threshold of the buffer that limits the maximum heating needed to cause catastrophic failure. Another 
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potential catastrophic failure comes from the thermal-lensing effect. Since both the core and cladding 
usually have a positive dn/dT, when operating at high power, transverse thermal gradients can cause a 
lensing effect that focuses the light. Eventually the intensity becomes so high that it exceeds the damage 
threshold of the glass. 
Parasitic effects will not cause any damage to the optical fiber. However, they introduce other problems 
that limit further power scaling of fiber lasers. The most significant effect is transverse mode instability 
(TMI), which is the phenomenon where the output mode pattern starts to oscillate between the 
fundamental and higher order modes when the output power is over a certain threshold. The reason for 
this is that when two modes interfere in the fiber as they propagate, there will be spots where the two 
modes constructively interfere, resulting in a greater chance of stimulated emission and therefore more 
QD-related heating. There also will be regions where two modes destructively interfere and therefore 
experience less heating. As a result, there will be “hot” and “cool” spots periodically arranged in the 
fiber and as a result of the positive dn/dT in optical fiber, a periodic index profile with the period 
equaling to the beat length between the two modes is generated. As proved in reference [18], an index 
profile like this will lead to coherent transfer between the two modes and therefore transverse mode 
instability. Fig 2.5 [11] is an illustration of the TMI phenomenon,  which can be noticed after the laser 
power reaches the TMI threshold. The output beam shape becomes random and this randomness will 
result in bad performance if the laser is used for manufacturing. Introducing single-mode fiber as the 
active region seems to offer a solution to this problem, but since single mode fiber usually has a much 
smaller core and therefore the optical intensity inside the active fiber would be very high, strong 
nonlinear effects such as stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) and stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) will 
be introduced, degrading laser performance. 
 




To solve the thermal-related effects discussed above, most high-power fiber laser systems adapt 
external air or water cooling to drive the generated thermal energy away. However, with increasing 
amount of thermal energy generated in high-power laser systems, the amount of energy required from 
the external cooling system is also increasing, which obviously wastes more energy to keep the laser 
system working. Moreover, external cooling systems have limitations cooling the laser system in that 
they require a certain time for the thermal diffusion between external source (such as water) and the 
laser system to take place. Therefore, if a system could have intrinsic low thermal energy generation, or 
even if part of the system cools itself down, the thermal problem in high-power fiber lasers could be 
largely solved and higher output power would be expected. To achieve this, two approaches are 
proposed below and will be discussed in detail in the Chapter 3 and 4. 
The first approach is to build a low QD high-power fiber laser. As discussed in section 2.3, QD represents 
the percentage of pump energy transferred to thermal energy in the condition of quantum limit. In 
order to achieve a low-QD laser, the pump wavelength and signal wavelengths should be brought closer 
together. As such, a low QD fiber laser is a promising approach to solve the aforementioned thermal 
problems.  However, currently most Yb-doped fiber lasers are pumped at 976 nm and lase beyond 1030 
nm [6], [30], [31] because the emission cross section peak lies in that wavelength range, which 
corresponds to a QD of 5%. However, if the QD could be reduced to 1%, the thermal load for the same 
system would be largely reduced. For example, in a 10 kW fiber laser system, the thermal load will 
decrease from 500 W to less than 100 W, which will greatly assuage the thermal-related problems and 
offer the potential to push the Yb-doped fiber laser to higher output power. Details of this approach will 
be discussed in Chapter 3.  
The second approach is to build a radiation-balanced laser, which means part of the system is the same 
as before, while an additional part of the fiber is cooled by anti-Stokes fluorescence cooling process so 
that the thermal energy is balanced in the system on its own and no external cooling system is required 
at all. Although this approach seems to be a feasible solution to high-power laser systems, achieving 
cooling in silica-based fibers is extremely challenging and there are still no reports of cooling in silica-
based fibers yet to be found in the literature. Here, in this thesis, what will be mostly discussed is the 
fiber design to achieve cooling, and a measurement technique to observe cooling in silica-based fibers, 





This chapter discusses the first approach for thermal management of high-power fiber lasers, which is 
building a low quantum defect laser system. First, approaches to reduce the QD in fiber lasers and 
reasonings behind choosing the method in this thesis are discussed. Then active ytterbium-doped fibers 
to support the low QD goal were designed, fabricated, and characterized. The characterization of the 
fibers includes element concentration, refractive index profile, Brillouin spectroscopy and gain 
coefficient, Raman spectroscopy and gain coefficient, thermo-optic coefficient, and emission and 
absorption spectroscopy. These characterizations are essential because they not only provide 
information about the fiber that can be used in theoretical calculation, but also help to analyze other 
properties of the fiber in addition to its application to higher power fiber lasers as discussed here. Then, 
an experimental design for the high-power laser system is proposed, while the key principle (master 
oscillator power amplifier [MOPA]) and key component (double-clad fiber) are discussed in detail. Then 
experimental results on the oscillator stage of the MOPA systems are shown and compared to the 
theoretical modeling results, with detailed analysis in these sections. Finally, simulation results on the 
first power-amplifier-stage of the systems are discussed. 
3.1	 Background	
Many approaches have been applied to reduce the QD, in other words, to bring the pump and signal 
wavelengths closer together. One approach is tandem pumping [32], which pumps the active fiber with 
longer wavelengths at later amplifier stages. For example, the 10 kW fiber laser fabricated by IPG 
photonics [16] was achieved by pumping the last-stage amplifier by fiber lasers at 1018 nm instead of 
diodes at 976 nm. However, it dramatically increases the complexity of the system since 47 pump lasers 
(270 W @ 1018 nm) were used to achieve a 10 kW fiber laser [33]. This clearly involves additional work 
to develop fiber laser pumps. Another approach to reducing the QD without adding complexity is 
reducing the signal wavelength by selection of new host glasses such as phosphosilicates [34] and 
fluorosilicates [24], [35], while maintaining the 976 nm diode pumping.  
The reason to seek new host glasses is that in commercial Yb-doped aluminosilicate fibers, amplified 
spontaneous emission (ASE) near a local peak of the gain curve (~1030 nm, shown in Fig.2.4 (b)) will 
introduce detrimental influences on laser performance, especially on slope efficiency. Recent works 
[24], [35] have shown that plentiful fluorine (F) co-doping into a multicomponent silica glass renders the 
emission spectrum of Yb identical to that of the fluoride glasses, which has a favorable characteristic of a 
blue-shift of the local peak originally at 1030 nm. An example of measured normalized absorption and 
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emission cross section spectra will be shown in section 3.3.3. Because of this blue-shift, efficient lasing 
at short wavelength (<1000 nm) should be achievable. Meanwhile, it has also been demonstrated [35] 
that this kind of fiber has a reduction of dn/dT so that TMI would be greatly diminished. Phosphorus (P) 
co-doping has a similar effect on the spectra blue-shift and dn/dT of the fiber, but is less efficient than 
with F co-doping. Therefore, in this work Yb-doped fluorosilicate fiber is chosen as the active medium 
for further scrutiny. 
3.2	 Fiber	design	and	fabrication	
From section 3.1, plentiful fluorine (as large as ~5 At% [24]) is required to achieve the desired spectral 
blue-shift. To make this happen in silica-based fibers, the molten core method is a promising way to 
fabricate such fibers because of its advantage of adding higher concentrations of dopants into the silica 
[36]. To describe this method, briefly, a precursor (powder mixture) is inserted into a pure silica glass 
capillary tube and this ‘’preform’’ is drawn into fiber at around 2000 °C using conventional fiber draw 
tower. When heated to the draw temperature, the precursor core will melt, and the silica from the 
cladding will be incorporated into the molten liquid precursor core through diffusion. The rapid cooling 
during the drawing process (~2000 °C/s) experienced by the molten core will lead to a kinetically 
hindered glassy state in the resulting fiber. After that a conventional acrylate coating is deposited onto 
the fiber to mechanically protect the fiber. Approximately 800 m of fiber can be drawn for each sample. 
The initial precursor composition and drawing temperature for all the fibers discussed in this chapter are 
provided in Table 3.1.  Note that the Sr/Al ratio was kept constant for consistency throughout different 
fibers. The reason to introduce Sr is that SrF2 is a convenient way to dope F in the core, and Al2O3 doping 
is used to assist mixing of materials when the core is molten and avoid the formation of clumps (or in 
other words, alumina promotes glass formation through inhibition of phase separation). Fibers 3 and 4 
(or 5 and 6) are from the same draw but are characterized at different positions along the spool. As will 






Table 3.1   Draw temperatures and initial precursor compositions of the fabricated 
fibers 
Fiber number 1 2 3&4 5&6 
SrO (mol%) 71.25  71.25   
SrF2 (mol%)   71.25 71.25 
Yb2O3 (mol%) 5  5  
YbF3 (mol%)  5  5 
Al2O3 (mol%) 23.75 23.75 23.75 23.75 
Drawing 
temperature 
2100 °C 2000 °C 2000 °C 2000 °C 
 
3.3	 Fiber	characterization	
In this section, general fiber properties including element concentrations, refractive index profiles, core 
and cladding sizes, thermo-optic coefficient, and ytterbium emission and absorption spectroscopy are 
characterized. In addition, as discussed in Chapter 2, non-linear effects are one of the two major 
drawbacks that limit further power scaling for high-power fiber lasers. Therefore, although the main 
concern of this thesis is the thermal management, the non-linear effects of the fibers still must be 
characterized. Among the non-linear effects, Raman and Brillouin scattering are the two most significant 
and will be discussed in sub-sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, respectively. Each sub-section starts with the basic 
experimental measurement method. Then the results for all the fibers are shown and compared. 
3.3.1	 General	fiber	properties	
In this section, element concentrations, core and cladding sizes and refractive index profiles (RIP) are 
characterized for the six fibers and compared. Compositional analysis of the six fibers was performed by 
energy sispersive X-rays (EDX) microprobe analysis on a HITACHI-6600 scanning electron microscope 
(SEM). The accelerating voltage is 20 kV. SEM images for the fibers were also taken in order to 
characterize the shape and size of the core. Meanwhile, SEM can also verify any phase separation in the 
fiber. Fiber RIP measurements were performed by Interfiber Analysis, LLC (8 Manns Hill Crescent, 
Sharon, MA 02067, USA), as a service. The RIPs were measured with a source wavelength of 950 nm 
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transversely through the side of the fiber using a spatially resolved Fourier transform interferometer 
[37]. However, because of chromatic dispersion, the index of refraction difference (ncore – nclad) will vary 
with wavelength. Fortunately, this variation is small, from 950 nm to 1550 nm, for a large variety of glass 
systems, including aluminosilicates [38]. Therefore, as shown in Table 3.1, all the fibers are largely 
aluminosilicates, and although there is fluorine co-doping, the assumption is made that the fibers 
investigated herein are similar to aluminosilicate in terms of dispersion characteristics. Namely, the 
index difference measured at 950 nm is assumed to be the same in the 15xx nm region. The reason for 
this discussion is that several measurements in the following sections will use the index in the 15xx nm 
region. Table 3.2 is a summary of the measured results for the six fibers, and more information on the 
refractive index and compositional profiles can be found in Appendix A.  
Table 3.2   Elemental compositions at fiber core, core and cladding diameter, and refractive index 
difference (𝚫𝐧) between core center and cladding 
Fiber number 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Yb (At%) 0.32 0.40 0.50 0.62 0.28 0.28 
F (At%) 0 0.33 2.35 4.64 4.42 5.26 
Al(At%) 1.76 3.9 2.7 3.09 2.98 2.93 
Sr (At%) 1.78 3.76 3.35 4.08 3.81 3.92 
Si (At%) 30.42 27.14 27.65 25.97 26.60 26.29 
O (At%) 65.73 64.48 63.45 61.6 61.91 61.32 
Core Radius 
(𝜇m) 
2.9 5.3 4.6 6.5 5.6 11 
Cladding 
Diameter (𝜇m) 
125 125 125 125 125 185 
Δn (× 10b() 36.3 64 48.8 49.6 41.5 34 
 
Several observations can be made and conclusions drawn from Table 3.2. 
Firstly, with the observation that core sizes vary a lot among these fibers (while the preform silica tube 
all have the size inner and outer diameter), it is easy to see the nature of the molten-core process. 
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Namely, as the fiber is drawn, the precursor melts and reacts with the cladding silica, which dissolves 
into the core melt with cladding. For different precursors and different drawing temperatures, this 
process may vary and give different core sizes as observed in these six fibers. 
Secondly, the refractive index difference Δn in the six fibers clearly shows the role of F in decreasing the 
refractive index. Materially, it has been well studied that oxides of Sr, Al and Yb all increase the index 
when added to silica [35], [39]. Therefore, by simply comparing fibers 5 and 6, it is obvious that F 
decreases the index when added to silica. As discussed in Chapter 1, LMA fibers are designed to reduce 
non-linearity, but the large core size usually suffers from multi-mode operation. Therefore, this 
reduction of index property of fluorine would be a solution to such problems. In order to better 
understand the role of fluorine in the index, an additivity model was employed (details of the model can 
be found in Appendix B). In the situation of the fiber investigated herein, the refractive index at the core 
center was calculated assuming that only oxide compounds are present, which are Yb2O3, SrO, Al2O3, 
and SiO2. Then the difference between the measured refractive index and the calculated refractive index 
is considered to be the fluorine contribution. The results of the fluorine contribution at different fluorine 
concentrations relative to fiber 1 (without any fluorine) are shown in Fig 3.1, from which a trend is 
observed that higher fluorine concentration leads to lower index.  
 
Fig 3.1:  Effect of fluorine to the reduction to the refractive index normalized to fiber 1  
3.3.2	 Thermo-optic	coefficient	
The thermo-optic coefficients (TOC) of the fibers were measured using a fiber ring cavity laser described 
in reference [40], in which the test fiber forms part of the cavity. As the temperature of the test fiber 
increases, the free spectral range (FSR) of the constructed ring laser is modified. The fiber (modal) 
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dependence of the refractive index as a function of temperature can then be determined from a 
measurement of the FSR as a function of fiber temperature. 
Table 3.3   TOC of the tested fibers (TOC for silica shown as a reference) 
Fiber number 1 3 4 5 SMF-28 
TOC (× 10bc𝐾b4) 7.96 ± 2% 6.30 ± 6% 4.93 ± 3% 5.14 ± 3% 10.4 
 
Table 3.3 summarizes the measured TOC for the six fibers. Note that missing data for fibers 2 and 6 
comes from the mode matching issues with splicing. As discussed in the last paragraph, the 
measurement of the TOC is technically the modal index change versus temperature, which means the 
same mode should be kept during the measurement. However, while all the other fibers in the setup are 
Corning SMF-28 except for the test fiber, the mode matching between the two fibers while splicing them 
together can be non-ideal, which results in modes competing randomly, thereby making it impossible to 
make the TOC measurement. All the fibers in which the TOC could be measured exhibited reduced TOC 
values compared to conventional silica fibers. Fig 3.2 provides the evolution of the TOC as a function of 
fluorine concentration for the four characterized fibers (fiber 1 has 0% fluorine). The data shows a 
generally linear relationship between TOC and fluorine concentration. Interestingly, the TOC is a strong 
function of fluorine concentration, and the other dopants seem to play only a secondary role in the 
magnitude of TOC in these modified silicate glasses. Additionally, this reduction of TOC for the 
multicomponent fibers, relative to silica, is found for both fluorine-containing fibers (fibers 3, 4, 5) and 
the non-F-containing fiber (fiber 1). Pevious work on the SrO-Al2O3-SiO2 system [39] showed that SrO, as 
a glass constituent, contributes a negative value to the aggregate TOC value of the silicate core, as 
TOC(SrO) =−12.4 × 10−6 K−1, while Al2O3 slightly increases it with a TOC of 10.5 × 10−6 K−1. Therefore, TOC 
values for the fluorosilicate fibers are “shifted” to lower values, as they all contain SrO as a glass 
compound, although in differing proportions. The reduced TOC in these fibers clearly show the potential 
for high TMI threshold fibers, in that low TOC will introduce less index change at the same temperature 
change and is therefore less likely to form modal interference discussed in section 2.4 to form TMI. This 
reduced TOC, as well as the reduced QD, cooperate to give the potential for better thermal 




Fig 3.2:  TOC as a function of fluorine concentration (At %)   
3.3.3	 Ytterbium	spectroscopy	
In order to measure emission spectra and further extract emission cross section, the fiber was directly 
spliced to, and pumped by, a fiber-coupled single-mode semiconductor laser with a wavelength of 976 
nm. A multimode patch cable was used to collect the resulting fluorescence from the side of the test 
fiber using a positioning mount. The other end of the patch cable was then connected to an optical 
spectrum analyzer (OSA). To further extract the emission cross section, the Füchtbauer-Ladenburg (F-L) 











where 𝜆 is the optical wavelength, 𝜏 is the fluorescence lifetime, 𝑛 is the index of refraction, 𝑐 is the 
speed of light in vacuum, 𝐼(𝜆) is the emission spectral intensity for a given wavelength, and the integral 
corresponds to the total intensity of the emission bandwidth. From equation (3.1), it is essential to 
measure the fluorescence lifetime in order to extract the cross section. The fluorescence lifetime can be 
measured with a similar setup as the emission spectra, but the semiconductor laser is pulsed and the 
fiber segment spliced at the end is usually very short (1 mm).  Then direct output signal was filtered by 
two high-pass filters (>1000 nm), then collected by an avalanche photodiode (APD). The filters are used 
to avoid the remaining pump from the semiconductor damaging the APD. In order to measure the 
absorption spectrum, a short segment of the fiber (typically ~2 mm) was spliced between two passive 
fibers, and white light was passed through it. The spectrum was measured before and after passing 
through the fiber, and the difference between them yields the absorption. Because cladding modes can 
be coupled into that short fiber segment, ‘ripples’ typically are observed in the absorption spectrum. 
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Normalized emission cross section spectra for the six fibers are shown in Fig 3.3 (a), while the 
normalized absorption cross section spectra for fibers 4 and 5 are shown in Fig 3.3 (b). In both of the 
figures, normalized cross sections for a commercial aluminosilicate fiber (used in Fig 2.3 (b)) are shown 
for comparison.  
  
(a) (b) 
Fig 3.3:  Normalized (a) emission cross section spectra for the six fibers and (b) absorption cross section 
spectra for fiber 4 and 5 relative to a commercial aluminosilicate fiber    
From Fig 3.3 (a), for fibers with high fluorine concentrations, the secondary peak in the emission 
bandwidth is shifted to shorter wavelengths and its magnitude increases relative to the dominant zero-
phonon line peak. This behavior is attributed to the nephelauxetic effect [41], where the ionicity of the 
active (Yb) ion in these fluorinated glasses modifies the spectroscopic properties and results in a blue 
shift with increasing fluorine concentration. The main source of this fluorine, and the subsequent 
spectral shifts, is the use of SrF2 as a precursor. Yb3+ doping, however, through introduction of either 
Yb2O3 or YbF3 into an otherwise equivalent precursor composition, gives rise to a small but measurable 
shift to shorter wavelengths. A similar behavior is also observed when Yb2O3 is replaced by YbF3 in an 
identical SrF2 Al2O3 precursor composition (fiber 3 vs fiber 5 in Fig. 3.3 (a)). This clearly suggests some 
nearest-neighbor fluorine ions in the local environment of the Yb3+ ion. Remarkably, the nonfluorine-
containing fiber (Yb-SrAlSi) experiences a blue-shift compared to commercial aluminosilicate fibers as 
well, this change in the emission bandwidth is attributed to the strontium also modifying the local 
environment of the ytterbium ion. Each of these observations are consistent with previous findings in 
strontium fluorosilicate glasses[42], where fluorine is found to be principally distributed around Sr and 
the rare earth (lanthanum in the study). As an aside, AlF3 cannot be used as a precursor material since it 
sublimates rather than melt. 
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As observed in Fig. 3.3 (b), both normalized absorption spectra of the fiber 4 and fiber 5 exhibit a region 
of wide and very flat bandwidth on the blue side of the zero-phonon line, which resembles borate or 
phosphate glasses. Furthermore, the zero-phonon line-strength of fiber 5 is considerably reduced 
compared to that of the fiber 4. However, interestingly, the two compositions have somewhat similar F 
concentration, but the starting precursor for fiber 5 is YbF3, whereas it is Yb2O3 for the fiber 4. Since the 
line-strength of fluoride glasses is smaller than that for silicate glasses, it seems likely that some of the 
fluorine remains proximate to the Yb3+ ions in these fibers when YbF3 is used as the precursor phase. 
Moreover, the zero-phonon line absorption peak is slightly shifted to shorter wavelengths for the fiber 
5, relative to fiber 4, which is presumed to be due to a more highly fluorinated environment about the 
Yb3+ ions. For completeness, and as an example, absolute absorption and emission cross section spectra 
for the fiber 5 is reported in Fig. 3.4. 
 
Fig 3.4:  Absolute absorption and emission cross section spectra for fiber 5. The cross sections were 
calculated using equation (3.1) (using the data in Table 3.4), and the peak absorption cross section was 
set to be equivalent to that of the emission cross section.   
In Table 3.4, ytterbium spectroscopic properties in these multicomponent fluorosilicate fibers are 
summarized, along with the Yb and F concentrations at the fiber core centers. The average emission 
wavelength and average emission cross sections are calculated by equations (3.2) and (3.3), 












    (3.3) 
 
Table 3.4   Yb and F concentration at core center, fluorescence lifetimes 𝝉, average emission 
wavelengths 𝝀𝒂𝒗, averaged emission (𝝈𝒆𝒎𝒂𝒗 ) cross sections 
Fiber number 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Yb (At%) 0.32 0.40 0.50 0.62 0.28 0.28 
F (At%) 0 0.33 2.35 4.64 4.42 5.26 
𝜏 (µs) 1060 968 1239 850 1270 1270 
𝜆pq (nm) 1004.9 1003.6 1001.6 1000.0 999.19 1000.8 
𝜎rspq  (×
10b"z	cm2) 
1.089 1.204 0.901 0.835 0.845 0.767 
 
In Fig 3.5, the average emission wavelength is plotted as a function of the fluorine concentration. A fit to 
the data (𝜆pq = 𝐴 + 𝐵/(𝐶 × [𝐹] + 𝐷) is performed, and only serves as a visual guide; no physical 
meaning is attributed to it. The reduction of 𝜆pq is noticeable even when only a few At% of fluorine is 
present in the core glass and becomes less pronounced with further additions until reaching an 
apparent asymptote. This blue shift, as discussed in Chapter 2, is beneficial for QD reduction and laser 
cooling in silica.  
 
Fig 3.5:  Average emission wavelength as a function of fluorine concentration 
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Also observed in Table 3.4, an increase in radiative lifetime (𝜏), and decrease in both average emission 
wavelength (𝜆pq) and cross-section (𝜎rspq ), as a function of fluorine concentration, are characteristic of 
fluoride glasses [35]. On the other hand, a decrease in 𝜏 (and therefore increase in 𝜎rspqby means of 
equation [3.1]) with increasing Yb concentration is characteristic of lifetime quenching [43]. This effect is 
particularly visible for fiber 4, in which its high fluorine concentration should promote longer lifetime. 
However, this fiber also exhibits the highest Yb concentration, resulting in a strong decrease of its 
lifetime value. Regardless, its upper state lifetime is still longer than that of the commercial fiber, even 
with nearly four times the Yb content. For completeness, it can be seen from equation (3.1) that 𝜏 scales 
inversely with n2. However, the decrease of index (~-0.005/[F] from Fig 3.1) with fluorine content is 
expected to participate very little in the increase of lifetime. Finally, lifetime values up to 1.7 larger 
relative to the conventional aluminosilicate fibers are observed. 
3.3.4	 Raman	scattering	
The spontaneous Raman spectra of the fiber core materials were measured using a commercial Raman 
microscope (alpha300, WItech) in a backscattering geometry. The pump was a 532 nm laser source with 
a focused beam diameter ~1 μm. The photon collection time is 120 s per datum. The measured Raman 
spectra are normalized relative to that for silica (same measurement in the cladding, whose peak 
intensity was set to 1). The Raman gain coefficient (RGC) can also be extracted relative to the cladding, 
corresponding to the peak intensity dominating the Raman bandwidth.  
Using the above measurement method, the normalized spectra for spontaneous Raman spectra for the 
six Yb-doped fibers are shown in Fig 3.6. To compare the spectra with pure silica, Raman measurement 
at the cladding is also included in the plot and normalized to 1 at the ~440 cm-1 peak. As studied by 
Frank [44], typical features were found in the Raman spectra for silica, including the principal Raman 
peak at ∼440 cm−1 (associated with Si-O-Si stretching modes), peaks at ∼490 cm−1 and ∼600 cm−1 
(associated with the so-called “defect” lines), peak at ∼800 cm−1 (associated with bending modes of Si-O 
bonds), and peaks at 1060 cm−1 and 1200 cm−1 (associated with asymmetric and symmetric stretching 
vibrations). As shown in Fig 3.6, the presence of additional compounds in the glass will decrease the 
intensity of above silica features, in agreement with the findings in Ref [45]. In silicate glasses, the 
observed modes at ∼1200 cm−1,∼1100 cm−1, ∼950 cm−1, ∼900 cm−1 and ∼850 cm−1 are associated with 
the formation of 0,1,2,3, and 4 non-bridging oxygen (NBOs) species per unit silica tetrahedron, 
respectively [46]. From the figure, it can be observed that all the fibers exhibit these features, but the 
relative magnitudes among them are different.  
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Fig 3.6:  Normalized spontaneous Raman spectra for the six fibers  
Finally, the relative Raman gain was calculated and is summarized in Table 3.5. By comparing this 
number with silica concentration in the core, it can be observed that increasing the silica concentration 
leads to a higher RGC. This is expected because the reduction of RGC is proportional to the strength of 
the main SiO2 scattering peak. In these fibers, RGC reduction of ~25% was achieved and it can be 
expected that further increase in doping concentrations (namely, reduction of silica concentrations) will 
further decrease the RGC. This assumption will hold before a peak in addition to the main Si-O-Si peak 
starts to dominate the Raman bandwidth. However, in this situation the dopant concentration is likely 
to be higher than silica itself so it should be analyzed as a different material. 
Table 3.5   Relative Raman gain coefficient (RGC) of the six fibers (the Raman gain of silica is set as 1) 
Fiber number 1 2 3 4 5 6 
RGC (a. u.) 0.86 0.76 0.73 0.81 0.69 0.86 
 
3.3.5	 Brillouin	scattering	
To measure the Brillouin spectrum and further quantify the Brillouin gain, a heterodyne approach was 
employed. The apparatus is similar to that in Refs [39], [47]. In short, a pre-amplified narrow linewidth 
laser signal (∼100 kHz linewidth) at 1534 nm was launched into the test fiber through an optical 
circulator. The back-reflected signal was collected through the third port of the circulator, amplified by 
two optical amplifiers, and then collected by a fast PiN photodiode detector. The collected signal 
contains both Rayleigh and Brillouin back-scattered light. While the optical frequency is too high for the 
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detector to react, the resultant measured electrical signal is essentially the beat signal between the 
Rayleigh and Brillouin, which was measured by an electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA), revealing the 
Brillouin gain spectrum (BGS) of the fiber. By comparing the strength of this backscattered signal with 
that from a fiber of known Brillouin gain coefficient, the measurement of the BGC of the test fiber is 
enabled. It is worth mentioning that the launched power is mode matched to the fiber under test in 
order to excite its fundamental mode. If only one Lorentzian peak is observed in the BGS (not including 
the one from the apparatus), this suggests there exists a single interaction between one optical and one 
acoustic mode. Possible higher order acoustic and optical mode interactions can also be observed in a 
BGS, taking the form of new frequency-shifted scattering peaks or an asymmetry (non-Lorentzian) in the 
shape of the spectrum such as the one in Ref. [48]. However, none of these effects were observed in the 
fibers of this study, except for the fiber 6. Other Brillouin-related properties such as the longitudinal 
acoustic velocity, the Brillouin frequency and linewidth, were also determined from the BGS. 
Table 3.6   BGC, 𝝂𝑩,  ∆𝝂𝑩, 𝑽𝒂 of the tested fibers (number for SMF-28 shown for comparison) 
Fiber number 1 2 3 4 5 SMF-28 
BGC 
 (× 10b44𝑚/𝑊 
0.49 0.29 0.47 0.45 0.39 2.4 
𝜈 (GHz) 10.905 10.945 10.775 10.617 10.677 11.239 
∆𝜈 (MHz) 52.9 70.9 50.5 47.5 52.4 17 
𝑉p (m/s) 5722 5598 5569 5476 5539 5970 
 
The BGC, Brillouin frequency shift (𝜈), the Brillouin linewidth (∆𝜈), and the longitudinal acoustic 
velocity (𝑉p) of the six fibers are summarized in Table 3.6. An example BGS for fiber 5 is reported in Fig 
3.7 for completeness. The BGC of fiber 6 could not be measured because of the mode matching issues 
discussed above. From the table, it can be observed that all six fibers exhibit reduced BGC values 
compared to Corning SMF-28. Materially, the BGC is a function of several physical properties, and takes 












in which n is the refractive index, 𝑝4" is the transverse photoelastic coefficient (or Pockels coefficient), c 
the velocity of light in vacuum, 𝜆z the free space wavelength at which the measurement is performed 
(1534 nm), and ρ the glass density. The fabricated fibers exhibit large Δ𝑣 values, from 2.8 to 4.2 times 
larger than that of silica. From equation (3.2), this large Δ𝑣 contributes to the observed reduction of 
BGC in these fibers. As SrF2 and YbF3 fluoride precursor materials largely oxidize during fiber processing, 
SrO and Yb2O3 are constituents in the final core glass. Since SrO, Al2O3 and Yb2O3 are known to increase 
the Brillouin linewidth [35], [39], they contribute to an increase in Δ𝑣, hence to reduction in BGC. 
Fluorine, on the other hand, has been shown to only slightly increase Δ𝑣 [45]. These oxide species also 
exhibit negative 𝑝4" values (−0.245, −0.027, and −0.123, respectively, for SrO, Al2O3 and Yb2O3 [35]) 
when added to silica. Hence, when mixed with silica, these compounds act to reduce the magnitude of 
the 𝑝4" glass value rendering a markedly reduced Brillouin response. They also increase glass density 
and Brillouin bandwidth, which further lessens the BGC relative to silica. The longitudinal acoustic 
velocities of the fiber cores in Table 3.6 are found to be lower than for the SiO2 cladding. Consequently, 
the fibers are acoustically guiding [48]. Al2O3 increases 𝑉p relative to SiO2, whereas SrO and Yb2O3 
decrease it. Therefore, the aggregate 𝑉p  (fiber) results from a competing effect between these dopants, 
relative to silica. 
 
Fig 3.7:  Brillouin gain spectra for fiber 5. The signal centered at 10.677 GHz correspond to the Brillouin 
signal from the test fiber and a Lorentzian curve was fit. The peak situated ~11 GHz is the signature of 
the Corning SMF-28 used in the measurement apparatus. 
3.4	 Experimental	setup	
After characterizing all the fiber properties in section 3.3, fiber lasers with the six fibers discussed above 
as active the medium were constructed. Before moving on, one thing to clarify is that although named 
as a laser, most of the high-power fiber “lasers” are actually a combination of one seed oscillator and 
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multiple stages of amplifiers, known collectively as a master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA). There 
are several reasons why a MOPA is preferable to a simple Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity laser. First, for a FP 
laser, there is a high possibility that the intensity inside the cavity is even higher than that of the output, 
giving rise to an increasing possibility of nonlinear effect in the cavity while only limited amount of 
power is coming out. Second, the beam quality from the FP cavity laser will be much worse than that of 
the MOPA system because the latter could be seeded with a signal of extremely high beam quality and 
slowly increase the power over several amplifier stages while carefully maintaining similar beam quality. 
Therefore, the proposed low QD Yb-doped fiber laser will use a MOPA configuration and a diagram of 
the experimental setup is shown in Fig 3.8. 
 
Fig 3.8:  Experimental setup for the proposed MOPA high-power fiber laser 
The oscillator stage is a core-pumped FP laser: a single mode fiber Bragg grating (FBG)-stabilized diode 
laser is used as the pump, and a pair of narrow bandwidth FBGs are used to construct the cavity. The 
reflectivity of FBG 1 is >99% as a high reflectivity mirror and FBG2 could be chosen to have a small 
reflectivity as the output mirror. An isolator is placed between the cavity and diode laser to avoid any 
reflections from FBGs entering and destabilizing the laser diode. The output laser beam will enter the 
first amplifier stage as the signal, coupled with pump light (from the laser diodes) by the combiner into a 
passive double-clad optical fiber, and will subsequently be amplified in the Yb-doped double-clad 
fluorosilicate fiber. The output of the first amplifier stage could also be used as signal to a similar second 
amplifier stage and so on to a third and fourth stage, eventually reaching the desired output power. 
The reason to introduce double-clad fiber in amplifier stages is that semiconductor lasers have 
insufficient brightness to couple into the core of single or few mode optical fibers. To solve this problem, 
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a design of the double-clad fiber was first proposed in 1974 [49] and was widely used in high-power 
lasers after its first demonstration in 1988 by E. Snitzer [50]. The difference between a double-clad fiber 
and a common fiber is that instead of just a Yb-doped core and a silica cladding, a second outer cladding 
with refractive index lower than the inner cladding is added.  This way, pump light is guided by the 
waveguide formed by the inner and outer claddings, while the signal light still propagates in the core as 
before. Since the pump light also partially propagates in the core, where it can be absorbed by Yb3+, 
after a certain length the optical power at the pump wavelength will be transferred to the signal 
wavelength, resulting in all the light being guided in the fiber core at the output.   
The thermal energy generated in the above process is again dominated by QD for an optimized system. 
The optical-to-optical efficiency could theoretically reach >99% if the system has a QD less than 1%. At 
later amplifier stages, since more pump power is needed, bigger cladding sizes of the passive and active 
fiber are required in order to couple enough pump light into the active fiber. 
3.5	 Oscillator	stage	performance	
As described in section 3.4, an oscillator stage is the starting point for the MOPA-based high-power 
lasers. In this section, two ytterbium-doped fiber lasers exhibiting quantum defects of less than 1% using 
fiber 5 are first demonstrated, in which pumping at wavelengths of 976.6 nm and 981.0 nm yielded 
lasing at wavelengths of 985.7 nm and 989.8 nm, respectively. A best-case slope efficiency of 68.6% was 
obtained for the 976.6 nm pumping case, matching very well the theoretical model. After analysis, it can 
be concluded that with further fiber and laser optimization, slope efficiencies approaching the quantum 
limit should ultimately be possible. Finally, similar experiments for the 976.6 nm pumping case are 
tested for all the other four fluorosilicate fibers and results are shown and compared.  
3.5.1	 Oscillator	stages	with	fiber	5	as	active	medium	
As quantified in section 3.3, among the six fibers, fiber 5 was chosen to be first investigated for low 
quantum defect operation. The main reason is that it has the lowest average emission wavelength, 
which makes it possible to provide more gain at a wavelength <1 𝜇m. In addition, luckily fiber 5 has the 
longest lifetime among the six fibers, which somehow indicates a weaker quenching effect. It also 
possesses one of the lowest TOC, RGC, and BGC, all of which make it a favorable active fiber for high-
power applications. Furthermore, it has a favorable core and cladding size, which makes it compatible 
with the standard HI 1060 fibers [51].  
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Using fiber 5 as the active medium, two low QD cases are studied: (1) Pumping at 976.6 nm and lasing at 
985.7 nm, and (2) pumping at 981 nm and lasing at 989.8 nm, indicating QDs of 0.92% and 0.90%, 
respectively. These cases were selected as examples of pumping near the peak of and on the red side of 
the zero phonon line (~976 nm), respectively. The experimental configurations for both are similar, 
which is identical to the oscillator stage in Fig 3.8. Specifically, commercial, FBG-stabilized, fiber-coupled, 
single mode diode lasers were used as pumps. For 976.6 nm pumping, an S31-7602 model laser 
(Lumentum Operations LLC) was used directly. For 981 nm pumping, the FBG stabilizer of the source 
(FOL0908A45-H17-977.6, Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd.) was strained in order to tune the pumping 
wavelength from 977.6 nm to 981 nm. Matched pairs of FBGs (99.18% reflectivity at 989.77 nm and 
39.61% reflectivity at 989.77 nm; 99.02% reflectivity at 985.74 nm and 38.34% reflectivity at 985.77 nm; 
O/E-Land Inc.) were used to construct the cavity. An isolator was placed between the pump and the 
cavity in order to avoid having reflections from cavity FBGs destabilize the pumping wavelength, which, 
as will be shown, is validated in Fig 3.9. There, the spectra indicate pump leakage to be at the correct 
wavelengths.  
In order to optimize the lasing conditions and slope efficiencies, experiments started with a relatively 
long piece of Yb-doped fiber (around 20 cm), which then was shortened in roughly 1.5 cm increments to 
a final length of ~10 cm. For each increment, the output spectrum was recorded using an optical 
spectrum analyzer (OSA), and the laser output power versus pump power was measured using a 
calibrated optical power meter. Fig 3.9 is a representative example of the spectral measurements for 
976.6 nm pumping using five different active fiber lengths. A similar trend (described in the next 
paragraph) of spectral variation was also observed for the 981 nm pumping case and plots are therefore 
not shown here. Fig 3.10 (a) provides the slope efficiency measured for the different fiber lengths, and 
for completeness, Fig 3.10 (b) shows an example lasing data (at the maximum slope efficiency) where 
the slope efficiency is subtracted, including a comparison to theoretical results. Pump leakage was 
subtracted from all the measured power data, and the computer code for the model [52] utilized here 
can be found in Appendix C. Note that the laser was quantified with more than five active fiber lengths, 




Fig 3.9:  Example output spectra with different active fiber lengths 
  
(a) (b) 
Fig 3.10:  (a) Slope efficiency with different fiber lengths (the curve is a polynomial fit and only for visual 
aid), (b) experimental and theoretical output power versus launched pump power at the near-optimized 
active fiber length 
From Fig 3.9 and Fig 3.10, it can be observed that the spectra and slope efficiencies vary significantly 
with active fiber length. With a very short length (for example 10.4 cm), the pump power is not 
absorbed completely and much of it leaks from the cavity, therefore degrading lasing efficiency. When 
the fiber is longer than optimal, near-complete pump absorption occurs.  However, the non-inverted 
length of fiber imparts reabsorption to the signal wavelength, which leads to a greater likelihood of ASE, 
thereby also resulting in a degradation of the slope efficiency. With even longer fiber lengths, ASE 




It is obvious that greater pump absorption will increase the slope efficiency, while greater ASE will 
decrease the slope efficiency. Therefore, with decreasing length from ~20 cm, the slope efficiency is 
expected to increase at first as the ASE level is reduced, reach an optimal point, and then decline as 
incomplete pump absorption takes place. This is precisely the trend observed in Fig 3.10 (a).  The power 
data for the near-optimal fiber length (12.8 cm for 976.6 nm pumping) is shown in Fig 3.10 (b). The 
corresponding slope efficiency is measured to be 68.7%. A similar process was also performed for the 
981 nm pumping case, with a near-optimal fiber length of 15.6nm and a best case slope efficiency of 
56.8%.  
The slope efficiency does not reach the theoretical quantum limit (1-QD) mainly because of the splice 
losses between the Yb-doped  fiber and the cavity FBGs (written into HI 1060 fiber) as well as 
background loss. Background loss (~ 1.36 dB/m) is mainly due to scattering and impurity absorption, 
while splice loss (~0.16 dB/splice and ~0.48 dB/splice for the 976.6 nm and 981 nm pumping cases, 
respectively) is influenced mainly by spatial mode competition within the cavity, with the observation 
that the output power may change significantly when bending or twisting the fiber. This, coupled with 
some variation of splice loss each time, leads to the data observed in Fig 3.10 (a). Pumping at 981 nm 
indicated a somewhat lower maximum slope efficiency relative to pumping at 976.6 nm. This can be 
explained by its longer optimal length and therefore larger total background loss, in addition to greater 
splice loss. Work is currently underway to reduce the background losses in these fibers from a 
fabrication point of view. Additionally, a reduction in the fiber numerical aperture should render 
improved splice quality. Modeling results (code in Appendix C) indicate that further improvements to 
splice quality, optimization of FBG reflectivity and concomitant fiber length, and slope efficiencies 
approaching the quantum limit are feasible. However, low QD operation is of much more significance in 
any subsequent power-amplifier stages, as will be discussed in section 3.6.  
Finally, it also is observed that a higher pump leakage occurs for the 981 nm pump case for the same 
length of fiber. This is shown in Fig 3.11, where the difference between signal output and pump leakage 
powers as a function of fiber length is provided. This observation can be explained by the difference in 
the cross sections at the various wavelengths. The absorption cross section at 976.6 nm is approximately 
twice that at 981 nm, which leads to greater pump absorption for given active fiber length. At the same 
time, the emission cross section at 985.7 nm also is slightly larger than at 989.8 nm, which results in 
somewhat more effectual stimulated emission. These two processes, taken together, bring about the 
results shown in Fig 3.11, where 976.6 nm pumping not only suggests a larger power difference for a 
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given length, but also a stronger dependence on change in that length.  The uncertainty associated with 
the measurements in Fig 3.11 is roughly ± 0.5 dB due to the resolution of the OSA.  
 
Fig 3.11:  Difference between pump leakage and lasing powers at different Yb-doped fiber lengths for 
the two low QD cases. These were obtained using 265 mW of pump power. The lines are simple fits to 
the data meant as visual aids to the reader. 
From the above analysis, the 976.6 nm pumping case possesses higher slope efficiency, higher 
absorption efficiency, and lower splice loss. Therefore, this same setup was further explored for all the 
other four fluorosilicate fibers in section 3.5.2.   
3.5.2	 Oscillator	stages	with	976.6	nm	pumping	and	0.92%	quantum	defect	
The same oscillator stage (976.6 nm pumping, 985.7 nm lasing) was constructed with all six fibers as the 
active medium. The output spectra and slope efficiencies are all sensitive to the active fiber length for 
the same reasons discussed in 3.5.1. Data for all the six fibers can be found in Appendix D, while Table 




Table 3.7   Near-optimized active fiber length and slope efficiencies for the five fluorosilicate fibers. 
For the convenience of the readers, Yb concentration, fluorescence lifetime, core and cladding 
dimension and index difference are also included here. 
Fiber number 2 3 4 5 6 
Near-optimized active 
fiber length (cm) 
7.1 6.1 5.4 12.8 12.4 
Near-optimized Slope 
efficiency (%) 
68.6 66.0 54.5 68.7 65.2 
Yb (At%) 0.40 0.50 0.62 0.28 0.28 
𝜏 (µs) 968 1239 850 1270 1270 
𝜆pq (nm) 1003.6 1001.6 1000.0 999.19 1000.8 
Core Radius (𝜇m) 5.3 4.6 6.5 5.6 11 
Cladding Diameter 
(𝜇m) 
125 125 125 125 185 
Δn (× 10b() 64 48.8 49.6 41.5 34 
 
Several conclusions can be drawn from Table 3.7. Firstly, a larger Yb concentration obviously renders a 
shorter near-optimized active fiber length. The reason for this is that a higher Yb concentration will 
result in a higher absorption coefficient so that pump power is absorbed more efficiently. As a matter of 
fact, this is the whole reason behind developing high-doping-concentration fibers.  
Secondly, all fibers somehow support low QD operation and have a slope efficiency around 65% in 
except for fiber 4. The exception observed in fiber 4 is probably a result of the higher ytterbium 
quenching, which can be confirmed in its shorter lifetimes. The reason for the similar slope efficiencies is 
that the limiting factor, as discussed in section 3.5.1, is the splice and background loss. From the fiber 
dimension and index difference, the splice loss is estimated to be very similar, while background loss 
may also be very similar because all the fibers underwent similar fabrication processes. Therefore, all 
the fibers possess similar slope efficiencies. However, for the final high-power fiber lasers, the cross 
section at the signal wavelength should be as large as possible compared to that at ASE wavelengths. 
Therefore, as discussed in section 3.3.3, because of the local maximum blue-shift as a result of high 




As discussed in section 3.4, to eventually achieve a high-power fiber laser, a MOPA configuration is a 
good approach, and therefore a double-clad version of fiber 5 is currently being fabricated. The design 
for the fiber is shown in Fig 3.12, which gives core and cladding diameters of 25 μm and 125 μm, 
respectively. The precursor for the core will be the same as fiber 5 as described in Table 3.1, the inner 
cladding will be pure silica, and the outer cladding will be a low index coating material. The D-shape 
design is for suppressing the helically propagating higher order modes in the inner cladding, which have 
an unfavorably small overlap with the core and are bad for pump absorption.  
 
Fig 3.12:  Cross section of the designed double-clad fiber 
Theoretical calculations based on Ref [52] (code can be found in Appendix E) were performed assuming 
a Yb3+ concentration of 1.65 × 10"c m-3, seed signal power of 500 mW, effective ASE input power of 1 
mW, signal background loss of 0.5 dB/m in the core, and pump background loss of 15 dB/km in the inner 
cladding. First, as discussed above, active fiber length optimization is a critical issue for maximum slope 
efficiency. Therefore, simulation of the output power versus active fiber length in the presence of a 15 
W pump power was performed and the result is shown in Fig 3.13 (a). Similar to Fig 3.10 (a), an 
optimized length was observed. Second, output power versus pump power at the optimized fiber length 
(calculated in the last step) was calculated and is provided in Fig 3.13 (b), which indicates a slope 
efficiency of 78.3%. If the background loss can be reduced to 5 dB/km, the same calculations give a slope 





Fig 3.13: (a) output power versus active fiber length with 15 W of pump power, (b) output power versus 





This chapter discusses the second approach to managing the thermal energy in high-power fiber lasers, 
which is by cooling part of the fiber in the system so that the thermal energy in total is balanced and no 
external cooling process is required. First some background knowledge on anti-Stokes fluorescence 
(ASF) cooling is discussed. Then, to experimentally achieve and quantify ASF cooling, two important 
aspects are discussed, including fiber design issues and an experimental measurement method. Finally, 
some primary results are reported and discussed.  
4.1	 Background	
The cooling of fiber is possible because of a process called anti-Stokes fluorescence. This idea was first 
proposed by Pringsheim in 1929 [53] and first observed in fiber by Epstein in 1995 in a Yb-doped 
zirconium–barium–lanthanum–aluminum–sodium-fluoride (ZBLAN) fiber. The ASF process can be 
understood as follows: when optically excited in the proper wavelength range, certain materials emit 
fluorescence with a mean energy that exceeds the pump-photon energy, resulting in net extraction of 
energy from the material in the form of phonons and, therefore, cooling [54]. Compared to external 
cooling, which usually introduces thermal gradients and vibrations, ASF cooling offers a valuable solution 
that avoids all these issues. Additionally and most importantly, the system will balance the thermal 
energy on its own. Although cooling in ZBLAN fiber has been achieved for more than 20 years, its low 
mechanical and chemical stability limits its application in fiber laser systems. On the other hand, 
however, silica-based fibers have much stronger stability than a ZBLAN fiber, which makes it the ideal 
potential material to achieve radiation-balanced lasers.  
4.2	 Fiber	design	and	measurement	method	
ASF cooling extracts relatively small amounts of power per unit volume. Therefore, any number of 
undesirable exothermic effects can incidentally inject heat into the sample and either partially negate or 
overwhelm the heat extracted by ASF. The most significant mechanisms are absorption of pump and/or 
fluorescence by impurities [55] (introduced during fiber fabrication), and concentration quenching [43]. 
Intuitively, impurity absorption can be minimized by using high-purity precursors while fabricating the 
fiber. To achieve this, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods can be employed because they afford 
near-intrinsic levels of purity. In terms of quenching, however, even with low extrinsic impurity, heat can 
still be generated in the fiber through energy transfer between ions and eventually by non-radiative 
relaxation. This energy transfer always exists because of the nature of fiber as an amorphous glass, 
which means there will always be positions in the glass where Yb are in close proximity with each other. 
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When this happens, Yb ions are closer to each other and energy will transfer between donor and 
acceptor. Eventually, when the energy transfers to an impurity, it quickly relaxes nonradiatively to the 
ground state, generating heat. This is the process of concentration quenching. It has been demonstrated 
that by using modifiers such as Al and P, the concentration quenching can be largely reduced because 
these modifiers help to disperse the Yb ions and avoids forming clusters [56], [57]. Therefore, to achieve 
cooling in a silica fiber, the fiber needs to have the lowest possible impurity concentrations, and proper 
Yb concentration and modifier concentrations to avoid quenching.  
As discussed above, ASF cooling only extracts a small amount of energy out of the fiber and there are 
many other processes that generate thermal energy, raising the temperature. Therefore, the 
temperature change eventually achieved in the fiber can be very small. In order to observe cooling and 
to further quantify the temperature change, an experimental measurement method is required with the 
following considerations: Firstly, the fiber should avoid direct contact with any other materials that have 
a large thermal conductivity. Otherwise, thermal energy extraction or generation process will just be 
balanced by the big thermal mass of the contacted material. Secondly, to avoid convective thermal 
energy transfer, the experiment should be done in a vacuum environment. Thirdly, to measure the 
temperature change, a contactless and accurate method should be applied. Because of the small 
dimensions of fiber, commercial thermal cameras will have difficulty focusing on the fiber and making 
accurate temperature measurements. In addition, any thermometer involving contact with the fiber also 
cannot be used for the same reasons discussed above.  
To address all the above three considerations, a measurement method is designed as described below 
and a diagram is shown in Fig 4.1. Basically, it uses a similar setup as described in section 3.3.5 to 
measure the Brillouin spectrum of the test fiber. The only difference is that at port 2, where originally 
the 1534 nm signal goes into the fiber directly, a WDM is used to couple the 1534 nm signal as well as 
another 1017 nm laser signal. While the 1534 nm signal still serves to trigger Brillouin scattering and the 
Brillouin signal is measured as before, the 1017 nm laser signal serves to cool (or heat) the fiber by ASF 
cooling (or other heating processes discussed below). For the Brillouin signal, it is well known that it is a 
function of temperature and the temperature dependence for fiber is around 1 MHz/K [58]. Since the 
resolution of the electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA) is much smaller than 1 MHz, the system will serve as 
a very sensitive temperature sensor. In addition, in order to address the first and second considerations 
in the last paragraph, the test fiber is put onto an Aerogel pad, which has a very low thermal 
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conductivity [59], and then the test fiber and Aerogel are all put into a vacuum chamber pumped down 
to ~10b" Torr.  
 
Fig 4.1 Experimental setup for cooling measurement 
4.3	 Primary	results	and	analysis		
Up to this point, in short, no cooling has been observed with the designed setup and fibers. However, 
several trials were performed and some conclusions could be drawn from it and will be used for future 
fiber designs and measurements. 
Three Yb nanoparticle-doped fibers and one boron-co-doped fiber were fabricated with the CVD 
method. The reason to introduce nanoparticle doping is that it helps in the mixing of Yb ions in the core 
so that the quenching effect shall be reduced. With the same method described in section 3.3.1, the RIP 
for the four fibers were measured and are shown in Fig 4.2. From this point, we will call them fiber 7 to 







Fig 4.2 RIP for fibers with (a) YbF3-LaF3 nanoparticles (fiber 7), (b) YbF3-BaF3 nanoparticles (fiber 8), (c) 
YbF3 nanoparticles (fiber 9) and (d) boron co-dopant (fiber 10) 
From Fig 4.2, it can be observed that fiber 7 and fiber 9 possesses a symmetric geometry, as well as a 
similar index difference and core size compared to Corning SMF-28 (system fiber in the setup). 
Therefore, the splice loss between these two fibers and Corning SMF-28 as well as bending loss is 
expected to be small. Fiber 8, however, has an asymmetric geometry with a small index difference, 
which leads to a large splice loss and bending loss. As a matter of fact, it turns out to be impossible to 
perform the cooling measurement on this fiber since the bending loss is so high that the fiber cannot be 
coiled into the vacuum chamber without large attenuation. Fiber 10 has a very symmetric profile and a 
similar index difference compared to Corning SMF-28. However, because of the other co-dopant, 
phosphorus, a dip is found at the core center that leads to a similarly shaped fundamental mode. The 
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mode difference between this mode and the fundamental mode in Corning SMF-28 will lead to a high 
splice loss, but bending loss should not be significant.  
Then, to quantify the temperature change, a measurement of Brillouin signal temperature dependence 
needs to be performed for all the fibers as a calibration step. To do that, test fibers were put into a 
water bath with controlled temperature. Brillouin scattering spectra were measured at different 
temperatures and an example measurement data set for fiber 9 is shown in Fig 4.3 (a). After extracting 
the center frequency from Fig 4.3(a) as a function of temperature and applying a linear fit, shown in Fig 
4.3 (b), a slope of 1.049 MHz/K was calculated.  
  
(a) (b) 
Fig 4.3 (a) Normalized Brillouin spectra at different temperatures, (b) frequency shift (corresponding to 
room temperature frequency) as a function of temperature 
Similar measurements were performed for fiber 7 and fiber 10, which give 1.036 MHz/K and 0.922 
MHz/K, respectively.  
Then for these three fibers, Brillouin measurement with the presence of a 1017 nm laser source was 
performed. Specifically, the Brillouin signals were measured with varying 1017 nm input power so that 
determination of the peak frequency as a function of input power can be achieved. Then with the 
measured Brillouin signal temperature dependence (i.e. the calibration), temperature change as a 
function of input power can be extracted. Meanwhile, at each input power, the residual power at 1017 
nm out of the test fiber was also recorded, from which the absorbed power by the test fiber can be 
calculated. Finally, same measurements with the buffer stripped off were also performed. All the results 









Fig 4.4 Temperature change as a function of input power for (a) fiber 7, (c) fiber 9 and (e) fiber 10. 
Temperature change as a function of absorbed power for (b) fiber 7, (d) fiber 9 and (f) fiber 10. The fit in 
dashed line is a power fit with the formula y = A𝑥. 
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Note that for fibers 7, 9 and 10, test fiber lengths of 1.8 m, 1.62 m, and 5 m were used, respectively. The 
longer required length for fiber 10 is a compromising decision based on its relatively low Brillouin signal. 
The intuitive conclusion is that all the fibers are heating instead of cooling even though the pump 
wavelength (1017 nm) is greater than the average emission wavelength (~1000 nm for all three fibers). 
This clearly indicates that some undesirable processes including impurity absorption and quenching 
were happening in the fiber. If the heating comes from quenching, a saturation trend should be 
observed such as that in Fig 4.4 (f), while if the heating comes from impurity, a linear trend should be 
observed. All the results for the three fibers somehow exhibit a combination of these two trends, and 
therefore it can be concluded that both impurity absorption and quenching are happening in these 
fibers.  
By comparing the same measurement results with buffer on and off, it is clear that buffer material 
makes a difference for temperature change. In theory, if the buffer material is the same material as the 
cladding, it should just serve to increase the physical volume of the fiber where a fixed amount of 
thermal energy will dissipate. Therefore, the temperature change with the buffer off should be twice 
that with the buffer on. However, since buffer material also absorbs light and ends up as thermal energy 
source (an example photo of buffer material heating is shown in Fig 4.5), the ratio of the temperature 
difference between buffer off and on can be smaller than a factor of two, which is the case in Fig 4.4. 
The light absorbed by the buffer could come from fluorescence from the core of the fiber or the 
cladding modes resulting from a bad splice. While the fluorescence remains basically the same in these 
fibers, a lower quality of splice shall render a smaller difference between buffer on and buffer off 
situations. However, from the RIP analysis, fiber 7 should have the lowest splice loss, while the smallest 
temperature change difference was observed in fiber 7. This might be a reason for a non-optimal splice 
or the composition variation along the fiber drawn, which requires further experiments.  
 
Fig 4.5 Real photo example of buffer-introduced heat generation (the black part is burning of the buffer) 
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More reasons for the observed heating may include the following: Firstly, OH- absorption was measured 
to be around 0.06 dB/m for the three test fibers, which may contribute to the observed heating. 
Secondly, 1017 nm is too close to the average emission wavelength. Since the Yb absorption tail extends 
as far as ~1100 nm, longer pumping wavelength might lead to cooling in the fiber. Last but not the least, 
the Aerogel might also be optically absorptive around 1 µm, which ends up as thermal energy 
generation. 
In summary, although cooling is not yet observed, future work can be done to optimize the fiber 
fabrication and measurement procedure. First is to reduce the Yb concentrations in the fiber to avoid 
quenching. Second, co-doping different kinds and concentrations of modifiers such as Al and P can lead 
to decreased quenching. Third, avoiding wet doping procedures and therefore preventing the 
introduction of OH- in the fiber is an important consideration. Fourth, using longer pump wavelength in 
the experimental setup should be investigated. Fifth, applying a new kind of Aerogel which is 
transparent in visible and near infrared (NIR) is a work-in-process. Last but not the least, applying a more 







In conclusion, Yb3+ is a favorable choice of active ion among all the trivalent lanthanide ions for high-
power fiber laser applications. As the current limiting factor for further power scaling is TMI, thermal 
management has become an extremely important issue to consider. Two thermal management 
approaches were proposed in this thesis. The first approach, building a low quantum defect fiber laser, 
aims to reduce the generated heat in the active fiber, while the second approach, by cooling the fiber 
via anti-Stokes fluorescence, aims at a system that can balance the thermal energy on its own.  
A MOPA based low QD laser was designed and six Yb-doped multicomponent fluorosilicate fibers were 
fabricated to achieve low QD operation. With characterization of refractive index profile, core and 
cladding dimension, ytterbium spectroscopy, and Raman and Brillouin scattering, these fibers were 
found to be suitable for low QD operation, most promisingly for fiber 5. By experimentally setting up a 
FP cavity laser, QD of less than 1% and slope efficiencies near 70% were achieved, which are limited by 
splice and background losses in the fiber. Future work will focus on constructing stages of amplifiers to 
scale the power with double clad versions of the fiber investigated herein as the active medium. 
To consider ASF cooling, four fiber samples fabricated with the chemical vapor deposition method were 
investigated. A contactless measurement method using the temperature dependence of Brillouin 
scattering was proposed, which will be ideal to measure the small temperature change resulting from 
ASF cooling. However, because of concentration quenching and impurity absorption, no cooling was 
achieved to date. Future work will focus on optimization of the fiber design and fabrication process, as 
well as selecting new Aerogel materials, longer pumping wavelengths, and more a powerful vacuum 
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The RIP for all six fibers are plotted together in Fig A.1. Compositional profiles for all the six fibers are 
shown in Fig A.2. 
 












Fig A.2: Compositional profile (RIP plot together for comparison) for (a) fiber 1, (b) fiber 2, (c) fiber 3, (d) 









where n is the index of refraction of the mixture, 𝑥  is the additivity parameter, and 𝑛  is the index of 
each component. Basically, the additivity model assumes that the mixture (fiber core) index is a linear 
combination of all the other compounds. In the present work, it includes 𝑆𝑖𝑂", 𝑌𝑏"𝑂(, 𝑌𝑏𝐹(, etc.   
The additivity parameter is usually the volume fraction in fiber analysis. For example, let us assume that 
there are three components in the fiber core, labeled as 𝐴, 𝐵 and 𝐶, and the mole percent of the 
compound are resolved from the EDX measurement, which is A%, B%, and C%, respectively. Then since 














where 𝑀 stands for the molar mass and 𝜌 stands for the mass density of the component. 
Finally, the additivity parameters for the three compounds , 𝐵 and 𝐶 can be calculated as: 
𝐴𝑑 =
𝑎














Following is an example Mathematica code calculating slope efficiency for 976.6 nm pumping case. 
ClearAll[FiberLength]; 
l = 0; 
Lambda1 = 976 * 10^-9;  (* Pumping Wavelength *) 
Lambda2 = 985.6 * 10^-9;   (* Lasing Wavelength *) 
Lambda3 = 1080 * 10^-9;    (* ASE Wavelength, ignore this for now *) 
NA = Sqrt[(1.444 + 0.0415)^2 - 1.444^2];    (* Insert the delta-n for the fiber you are using *) 
Dcore = 8.92 * 10^-6;     (* Core diameter, read from the table. *) 
(* Fiber 'V' constants *) 
V1 = Pi * Dcore * NA / Lambda1//N 
V2 = Pi * Dcore * NA / Lambda2//N 
V3 = Pi * Dcore * NA / Lambda3//N 
(* Calculate the modes *) 
Y1 = Sqrt[(V1)^2 - (X1)^2]; 
pumpa = (X1)BesselJ[1,X1]/BesselJ[0,X1]; 
pumpb = (Y1)BesselK[1,Y1]/BesselK[0,Y1]; 
Plot[{pumpa,pumpb},{X1,0,V1}]; 
Xpump=FindRoot[pumpa-pumpb==0,{X1,1.6}] 
(* Seed modal structure next *) 
Y2 = Sqrt[(V2)^2 - (X2)^2]; 
seeda = (X2)BesselJ[1,X2]/BesselJ[0,X2]; 






(* Setting up the LP(01) mode in the fiber and 
   plots to find the modal wavenumbers *) 
(* pump modal structure first *) 
Y3 = Sqrt[(V3)^2 - (X3)^2]; 
asea = (X3)BesselJ[1,X3]/BesselJ[0,X3]; 
aseb = (Y3)BesselK[1,Y3]/BesselK[0,Y3]; 
Plot[{asea,aseb},{X3,0,V3}]; 
Xase=FindRoot[asea-aseb==0,{X3,2.3}] 
(* Use the roots of the dispersion relation to 
   define the modal wavenumbers. *) 
IntersectX1 = X1/.Xpump; 
IntersectX2 = X2/.Xseed; 
IntersectX3 = X3/.Xase; 
IntersectY1 = Sqrt[(V1)^2 - (IntersectX1)^2]; 
IntersectY2 = Sqrt[(V2)^2 - (IntersectX2)^2]; 
IntersectY3 = Sqrt[(V3)^2 - (IntersectX3)^2]; 
(* Modal Wavenumber given in inverse microns. *) 
Kt1 = IntersectX1/(.5*Dcore)/10^6; 
Kt2 = IntersectX2/(.5*Dcore)/10^6; 
Kt3 = IntersectX3/(.5*Dcore)/10^6; 
Gam1 = IntersectY1/(.5*Dcore)/10^6; 
Gam2 = IntersectY2/(.5*Dcore)/10^6; 
Gam3 = IntersectY3/(.5*Dcore)/10^6; 
 (*  Fiber Mode Calculations and Plots *) 
 (* Core mode structure *) 
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Mode1Core = Plot[(BesselJ[0, Kt1*r])^2, {r, 0, (10^6)*Dcore/2}]; 
(* Cladding mode structure with matched boundary condition *) 
BoundaryCondition1 = BesselJ[0, Kt1*(10^6)*Dcore/2]/ 
                        BesselK[0, Gam1*(10^6)*Dcore/2]; 
Mode1Clad = Plot[(BoundaryCondition1)^2 
                   (BesselK[0, Gam1*r])^2, {r, (10^6)*Dcore/2, (10^6)*Dcore}]; 
(* Total pump mode picture *) 
aaa = Show[Mode1Core, Mode1Clad, PlotRange -> All]; 
(* Electric field equations for future use *) 
ClearAll[CoreMode1, CoreMode2]; 
CoreMode1 = BesselJ[0, Kt1*r]; 
CladMode1 = (BoundaryCondition1)*BesselK[0, Gam1*r]; 
(* Core mode structure *) 
Mode2Core =  
  Plot[(BesselJ[0, Kt2*r])^2, {r, 0, (10^6)*Dcore/2}, PlotRange -> All]; 
(* Cladding mode structure with matched boundary condition *) 
BoundaryCondition2 =  
  BesselJ[0, Kt2*(10^6)*Dcore/2]/BesselK[0, Gam2*(10^6)*Dcore/2]; 
Mode2Clad =  
  Plot[(BoundaryCondition2)^2    (BesselK[0, Gam2*r])^2, {r, (10^6)* 
     Dcore/2, (10^6)*Dcore}, PlotRange -> All]; 
(* Total seed mode picture *) 
bbb = Show[Mode2Core, Mode2Clad, PlotRange -> All]; 
Show[aaa, bbb] 
(* Electric field equations for future use * 
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CoreMode2 = BesselJ[0, Kt2*r]; 
CladMode2 = (BoundaryCondition2) BesselK[0, Gam2*r]; 
Mode3Core = Plot[(BesselJ[0, Kt3*r])^2, {r, 0, (10^6)*Dcore/2}]; 
(* Cladding mode structure with matched boundary condition *) 
BoundaryCondition3 = BesselJ[0, Kt3*(10^6)*Dcore/2]/ 
                        BesselK[0, Gam3*(10^6)*Dcore/2]; 
Mode3Clad = Plot[(BoundaryCondition3)^2 
                   (BesselK[0, Gam3*r])^2, {r, (10^6)*Dcore/2, (10^6)*Dcore}]; 
(* Total pump mode picture *) 
Show[Mode3Core, Mode3Clad, PlotRange -> All] 
(* Electric field equations for future use *) 
ClearAll[CoreMode3, CoreMode3]; 
CoreMode3 = BesselJ[0, Kt3*r]; 
CladMode3 = (BoundaryCondition3)*BesselK[0, Gam3*r]; 
 (* This section will detail some of the constants necessary 
   for the power calculations to be performed later *) 
(* Some constants in MKS *) 
Plank = 6.6261 * 10^(-34); 
SOL = 3 * 10^8; 
(* Assume doping is uniform (a good approximation if Al co-doped fiber)  
   or the peak resides at the given value with the Nd atoms pushed into the  
   core due to the Germanium co-doping (if any).......*) 
NdDensity =   
  1.65 10^26;    (*  m^-3, concentration of Yb in m^-3.  Read from table.  *) 
 
DopingRadius = Dcore/2; 
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CoreRadius = (Dcore/2)*10^6; 
(* Overlap Integrals *) 
DopingEffectiveArea = Pi DopingRadius^2 // N; 
PumpArea = (2 Pi 
       (NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CoreMode1)^2, {r, 0, CoreRadius}] + 
         NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CladMode1)^2, {r, CoreRadius, Infinity}])); 
SeedArea = (2 Pi 
        (NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CoreMode2)^2, {r, 0, CoreRadius}] + 
          NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CladMode2)^2, {r, CoreRadius, Infinity}])); 
ASEArea = (2 Pi 
       (NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CoreMode3)^2, {r, 0, CoreRadius}] + 
         NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CladMode3)^2, {r, CoreRadius, Infinity}])); 
PumpEffectiveArea = (2 Pi  
         (NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CoreMode1)^2, {r, 0, CoreRadius}]));              
SeedEffectiveArea = (2 Pi 
         (NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CoreMode2)^2, {r, 0, CoreRadius}])); 
ASEEffectiveArea = (2 Pi  
         (NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CoreMode3)^2, {r, 0, CoreRadius}])); 
PumpOverlap = (PumpEffectiveArea/PumpArea) 
SeedOverlap = (SeedEffectiveArea/SeedArea) 




(* Effective Areas For Saturation Power Calculations *) 
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PumpEffectiveArea = (2 Pi  ((NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CoreMode1)^1, {r, 0,  
          CoreRadius}]) + (NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CladMode1)^1, {r,  
          CoreRadius,  
          100 CoreRadius}]))^2)/((NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CoreMode1)^2, {r, 0,  
       CoreRadius}]) + (NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CladMode1)^2, {r, CoreRadius,  
       100 CoreRadius}])) 
SeedEffectiveArea = (2 Pi  ((NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CoreMode2)^1, {r, 0,  
          CoreRadius}]) + (NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CladMode2)^1, {r,  
          CoreRadius,  
          100 CoreRadius}]))^2)/((NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CoreMode2)^2, {r, 0,  
       CoreRadius}]) + (NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CladMode2)^2, {r, CoreRadius,  
       100 CoreRadius}])) 
ASEEffectiveArea = (2 Pi  ((NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CoreMode3)^1, {r, 0,  
          CoreRadius}]) + (NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CladMode3)^1, {r,  
          CoreRadius,  
          100 CoreRadius}]))^2)/((NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CoreMode3)^2, {r, 0,  
       CoreRadius}]) + (NIntegrate[(10^-12) r*(CladMode3)^2, {r, CoreRadius,  
       100 CoreRadius}])) 
 (*Constants *)               
FLifetime = 1270 * 10^-6;  (* Read this from the table *) 
(* P is for pump, S is for lasing signal.  Read values from "CS \ 
calculations.xlsx" at the correct wavelengths.  You use the data from the \ 
gray and blue curves.  Do not use the data from the orange curve. *) 
 
PAbsCrsSec =    
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  1.438* 10^(-24);   (* Use the gray curve for absorption cross section at \ 
the pump wavelength.  Interpolated between points if you don't have an \ 
exactly wavelength value available. *) 
SAbsCrsSec =  
  3.223* 10^(-25);    (* Use the gray curve for absorption cross section at \ 
the signal wavelength *) 
PEmCrsSec =  
  1.42* 10^(-24);     (* Use the blue curve for emission cross section at \ 
the pump wavelength *) 
SEmCrsSec =  
  4.2349* 10^(-25);    (* Use the blue curve for emission cross section at \ 
the signal wavelength *) 
AAbsCrsSec = 0 * 10^(-25);  (* don't worry about A (ASE) *) 
AEmCrsSec = 0.5 * 10^(-25);   (* don't worry about A (ASE) *) 
(*Find the inversion threshold *) 
ClearAll[PumpPin, Manji, Helicalization] 
(* Attenuation constants in m^-1 *) 
SAbsCoeff = (NdDensity)*(1)*(SAbsCrsSec); 
PAbsCoeff = (NdDensity)*(1)*(PAbsCrsSec); 
AAbsCoeff = (NdDensity)*(1)*(AAbsCrsSec); 
(* These are photon densities normalized to  
   P denotes Pump and S denotes seed. *) 
PSSatPhot = (SeedEffectiveArea)/((1)* 




PPSatPhot = (PumpEffectiveArea)/((1)* 
              (FLifetime)*((PAbsCrsSec) + (PEmCrsSec)))/10^16; 
AS atPhot = (ASEEffectiveArea)/((1)* 
              (FLifetime)*((AAbsCrsSec) + (AEmCrsSec)))/10^16; 
Delta = PSSatPhot/PPSatPhot; 
GMAX = Exp[((PAbsCoeff/Delta)    -   SAbsCoeff) FiberLength]; 
(* These are saturation intensities in Watts *) 
PSSatPow = 10^16 PSSatPhot Plank SOL/Lambda2; 
PPSatPow = 10^16 PPSatPhot Plank SOL/Lambda1; 
ASatPow = 10^16 A SatPhot Plank SOL/Lambda3; 
(* Here we estimate the input powers  
   for a forward pump direction (i.e. co-propagating beams) *) 
ClearAll[A3, A1, A2, Fiberlength, SeedPinPhot, PumpPinPhot, ASEPinPhot]; 
(*Convert to photon flux for rate equations*) 
SeedPinPhot[SeedPin_] := SeedPin Lambda2/(Plank SOL)/10^16; 
ASEPinPhot[ASEPin_] := ASEPin Lambda3/(Plank SOL)/10^16; 
(*PumpPinPhot[PumpPin_] := PumpPin Lambda1/(Plank SOL)/10^0;*) 
PumpPinPhot = PumpPin Lambda1/(Plank SOL)/10^16; 
PLaser = (1 - R2) Eps2 PRout; 
R1 = 0.9902;     (* FBG #1 reflectivity *) 
R2 =    0.3834;     (* FBG #2 reflectivity *) 
R = Sqrt[R1 R2]; 
Eps1 = 1*1;  (* 0.9649*0.965 Background loss to make your data match the \ 
model result below. *) 
Eps2 = 1; 
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Eps = Eps1 Eps2; 
Teff = (1 - Eps2^2   R2) + (1 - Eps1^2  R1) Eps2^2  R2  *(1/(Eps R)); 
FiberLength = 0.116;     (* Length of Yb-doped fiber *) 
LaserOutput = {}; 
PumpPower = {}; 
Do[ 
  PumpPin = i; 
  LaserPhot =  
   PROUT /. FindRoot[ 
     PSSatPhot  (SAbsCoeff FiberLength -  
          Log[Eps R] + (Teff  PROUT)/PSSatPhot)  -   
       PumpPinPhot (1 - ((GMAX Eps R)^(-Delta)) Exp[ 
            PROUT  Teff ((Delta/PSSatPhot) - (1/PPSatPhot))]) == 0, {PROUT,  
      1000}]; 
  PowerOut = 10^16  (Plank  SOL/Lambda2)*LaserPhot; 
  AppendTo[PumpPower, i]; 
  AppendTo[LaserOutput, (1 - R2) Eps2  PowerOut], 
  {i, 0, 1.00, 0.001}]; 
aaaa = ListPlot[Transpose[{1000*PumpPower, 1000*LaserOutput}], Joined -> True, 
   PlotStyle -> {Black, Thickness[0.001]},  
  BaseStyle -> {FontColor -> Black, FontWeight -> "Bold",  
    FontFamily -> "Times", FontSize -> 14}, Frame -> True,  
  FrameLabel -> {"Pump Power (mW)", "Output Power (mW)"}] 
 
Slope = (Lambda1/Lambda2)  Eps2 (1 - R2) (1/Teff) (PSSatPhot/ 
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    PSSatPhot) (1 - (GMAX  Eps R)^(-Delta)) 





This appendix includes additional data for section 3.5.2. It includes emission spectra and slope efficiency 
variation versus active fiber length for fiber 2, fiber 3, fiber 4, and fiber 6 as shown in Fig D.1.  
   
    (a)     (b)     (c) 
   
    (d)     (e)     (f) 
  
 
    (g)     (h)  
 
Fig D.1:  Output spectra with different active fiber lengths for (a) fiber 2, (c) fiber 3, (e) fiber 4, (g) fiber 6. 
Slope efficiency with different fiber lengths (the curve is a polynomial fit and only for visual aid) for (b) 





 (* Assume LP(lm)=LP(01) mode so that l=0.  Zeroth order Bessels are the solutions to the wave 
equation. *) 
l = 0; 
 (* You input some constants here.  Wavelengths, Numerical Aperture, Core Diameter, in MKS units. *) 
Lambda1 = 976.6 * 10^-9;  (* pump, meters *) 
Lambda2 = 985.77 * 10^-9; (* lasing wavelength, meters *) 
Lambda3 = 1022  * 10^-9; (* ASE, meters *) 
NA = .3;  (* Fiber's numerical aperture of the core *) 
Dcore = 20 * 10^-6;  (* Core diameter in meters *) 
OuterCoreRadius = 125/2 * 10^-6;  (* or cladding radius, in meters.*) 
OuterCoreArea = Pi * OuterCoreRadius^2;    (* area of the cladding.  I use a simplified circular 
approximation.  you can convert this to a shaped cladding area. *) 
 (* Fiber 'V' constant--Note single mode cutoff is 2.405.  This is for the signal wavelength.  The V-number 
of the pump has no meaning here since it is guided in the cladding. *) 
V2 = Pi * Dcore * NA / Lambda2//N 
In[4131]:= 
(* Setting up the LP(01) mode in the fiber and 




 (* Seed modal structure.  Mode structure of the pump has little relevance in a dual clad fiber. *) 
Y2 = Sqrt[(V2)^2 - (X2)^2]; 
seeda = (X2)BesselJ[1,X2]/BesselJ[0,X2]; 




 (* Find the root of the dispersion relation to find guided modes. *) 
Xseed=FindRoot[seeda-seedb==0,{X2,2.4}] 
 (* Use the roots of the dispersion relation to 
   define the modal wavenumbers. *) 
IntersectX2 = X2/.Xseed; 
IntersectY2 = Sqrt[(V2)^2 - (IntersectX2)^2]; 
 (* Modal Wavenumber given in inverse microns. *) 
Kt2 = IntersectX2/(.5*Dcore)/10^6; 
Gam2 = IntersectY2/(.5*Dcore)/10^6; 
Fiber Mode Calculations and Plots 
In[4162]:= 
 (* This section is to plot out the mode in the fiber 
   so that an easier estimation of the fiber mode field diameter 
   can be determined. We only calculate the seed mode.  The pump is assumed to be uniformly 
   distributed in the cladding.  *) 
 (* User changes numbers in red to specs *) 
In[4167]:= 
(* Mode2 is for the signal wavelength.  Again, solving for the pump modes means little here. *) 
 
Mode2Core=Plot[(BesselJ[0,Kt2*r])^2,{r,0,(10^6)*Dcore/2}]; 
 (* Cladding mode structure with matched core-cladding boundary condition. *) 
BoundaryCondition2 = BesselJ[0,Kt2*(10^6)*Dcore/2]/ 
                     BesselK[0,Gam2*(10^6)*Dcore/2]; 
Mode2Clad=Plot[(BoundaryCondition2)^2 
               (BesselK[0,Gam2*r])^2,{r,(10^6)*Dcore/2,(10^6)*Dcore}]; 
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 (* Total seed mode picture *) 
Show[Mode2Core,Mode2Clad] 
 (* Electric field equations for future use *) 
CoreMode2 = BesselJ[0,Kt2*r]; 
DerivCoreMode2 = -Kt2  BesselJ[1,Kt2 r]; 
CladMode2 = (BoundaryCondition2)BesselK[0,Gam2*r]; 
DerivCladMode2 = -Gam2 (BoundaryCondition2) BesselK[1,Gam2*r]; 
Overlap Integrals 
In[4187]:= 
 (* This section will detail some of the overlap integrals necessary 
   for the power calculations to be performed later *) 
 (* User changes numbers in red to specs *) 
 (* Some constants in MKS *) 
Plank = 6.6261 * 10^(-34);  (* Plank's constant *) 
SOL = 3 * 10^8;  (* vacuum speed of light *) 
 (* Assume doping is uniform throughout the core (a good approximation if Al co-doped fiber)  
   if there is Ge in the core, then there may be a dip in the doping profile in the center of the core.  
   We can alter this program to account for this overlap. *) 
 
NdDensity =    1.65   10^26;    (*  m^-3 -- rare-earth doping concentration.  You need to set this so that 
the small signal absorption coefficient matched the manufacturer's 
specification.  You do this below after setting the absorption and emission cross sections for your 
wavelength.  *) 
DopingRadius = Dcore/2;     (* rare earth doping fills the core uniformly *) 




 (* All lengths, areas, concentrations, etc. in meters.  This 
   approximates the overlap function GAMMA.  From Montecchi, et. al. *) 
 (* Area is integrated with rdr, so must include the r.  Note the 2Pi comes from 
   the theta integral which turns out to be constant. Also, we are integrating 
   the intensity profiles of the seed and pump, so must square modal profiles. *) 
In[4209]:= 
DopingEffectiveArea = Pi DopingRadius^2//N 
LostModesDC = 1.00;   (* Due to lost modes which do not make it into the core- 
                         from M.M. This number is not 1 for a circular cladding.  It is 1 for non-circular claddings 
(like hexagonal). 
                         For Nufern fibers you can assume that this is 1 since the claddings have a non-circular 
shape. *) 
PumpArea = OuterCoreArea//N;   (* the pump is in the whole cladding *) 
  (* Effective area of the whole optical mode.  Petermann II model.  *) 
PETERMANN MODE DIAMETER      
SeedArea = 2 Pi (NIntegrate[(10^-12) r *(CoreMode2)^2,{r,0,CoreRadius}] + NIntegrate[(10^-12)r * 
(CladMode2)^2,{r,CoreRadius,100 CoreRadius}])/(NIntegrate[(10^0) r 
*(DerivCoreMode2)^2,{r,0,CoreRadius}] + NIntegrate[(10^0)r * (DerivCladMode2)^2,{r,CoreRadius,100 
CoreRadius}]); 
SeedMFd = 2 Sqrt[SeedArea/Pi] 10^6 
 
(* Area within the core.  Seed signal tails in the cladding are not amplified as they do not overlap any 
of the active dopants. *) 
SeedEffectiveArea = (2 Pi 
                        (NIntegrate[(10^-12)r*(CoreMode2)^2,{r,0,CoreRadius}]))/(NIntegrate[(10^0) r 
*(DerivCoreMode2)^2,{r,0,CoreRadius}] + NIntegrate[(10^0)r * (DerivCladMode2)^2,{r,CoreRadius,100 
CoreRadius}]) 
 (* This gives the fraction of signal light that is in the core.  The rest is in the mode tails in the cladding. It 






 (* This is the overlap between the pump and core.  We assume that the pump is uniformly distributed 
in the cladding, so it's just a ratio of the core area to cladding area.   
This is a good approximation for the highly multi-mode cladding.  *) 
PumpOverlap = LostModesDC * (DopingEffectiveArea/PumpArea)//N 
SeedOverlap = ConfinedInCore    (* This number will be less than 1 since some of the mode (the tails) 
will not overlap the outer core parts very well. *) 
ASEOverlap = SeedOverlap;             (* Assume they are close enough together in wavelength to be about 
the same value *) 
In[4247]:=  
(* ADDING LOSS *) 
AttenCoeffPump = 0.65  ; 
BackgroudLossdB = 10* Log[10, Exp[-AttenCoeffPump]] // N 
AttenCoeffSignal = .06 ; 
BackgroudLossdB = 10* Log[10, Exp[-AttenCoeffSignal]] // N 
Power Calculations--As Fctns. of Length or Power Inputs for Optimization of Length 
In[12994]:= 
(* The first thing here is for a given nominal fiber (as specified in the modes 
   above), optimize operation for length.  Other optimizations allowed as well-- 
   see below. *) 
ClearAll[FiberLength,Palpheff,BGLossEff]; 
FLifetime = 1270 * 10^-6;  (* Fluorescence lifetime in seconds.  Empirical.  This is a function of dopant 
and host material.   *) 
 (*  We input all the emission and absorption cross sections here.   
    S->signal; P->pump   You can use the data I sent you in that excel file.  *) 
PAbsCrsSec =    1.43   * 10^(-24); 
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PEmCrsSec =   1.419 * 10^(-24);    (*  1.8  *) 
SAbsCrsSec =   3.438 * 10^(-25); 
SEmCrsSec =  4.24  * 10^(-25); 
AAbsCrsSec =    5.6 * 10^(-26); 
AEmCrsSec =   4.58  * 10^(-25); 
 (* We define background loss for the pump here. 
Pump background loss is, worst case according to M. Muendel of Polaroid, 
   15 dB/km. So, we define an effective background loss in the outer core. 
   Note:  Quoted 5-15 dB/km background loss. Number in red is dB/m.  *) 
Palpheff = -Log[10^(-0.005/10)] * (1 - PumpOverlap) (* in inverse meters *) 
 (*Find the inversion threshold, or when gain is greater than loss. *) 
ClearAll[PumpPin,SeedPin,ASEPin] 
NbOverNa = (PumpPin PumpOverlap PAbsCrsSec Lambda1/(PumpArea Plank SOL))/ 
           (1/FLifetime + (SeedPin SeedOverlap SEmCrsSec Lambda2)/(Plank SOL SeedArea)); 
     PumpPin/.NSolve[NbOverNa==1,{PumpPin}] 
 (* Attenuation constants in m^-1 *) 
SAbsCoeff = (NdDensity)*(SeedOverlap)*(SAbsCrsSec); 
PAbsCoeff = (NdDensity)*(PumpOverlap)*(PAbsCrsSec); 
 
AAbsCoeff = (NdDensity)*(ASEOverlap)*(AAbsCrsSec); 
PUMP ABSORPTION IN DB PER METER    (* Be sure that this matches the manufacturer spec for small 
signal.  run the program with like 1 nanoWatt of pump power, and zero signal. 
The absorption in dB/m should be the same here as below, and as the manufacturer spec sheet.  The 
core, cladding diameters are fixed, and the cross sections are fixed, so you should adjust 
the dopant density above to make these match.  *) 
PumpAbsdB = 10 Log[10, Exp[-PAbsCoeff  *  1]] 
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 (* These are saturation photon densities normalized to 10^14 
   P denotes Pump and S denotes seed. The normalization constant makes the calculation more precise.  
*) 
PSSatPhot = (SeedEffectiveArea)/((SeedOverlap)* 
         (FLifetime)*((SAbsCrsSec)+(SEmCrsSec)))/10^14 
PPSatPhot = (DopingEffectiveArea)/((PumpOverlap)* 
        (FLifetime)*((PAbsCrsSec)+(PEmCrsSec)))/10^14 
ASatPhot = (DopingEffectiveArea)/((ASEOverlap)* 
        (FLifetime)*((AAbsCrsSec)+(AEmCrsSec)))/10^14 
 (* These are saturation intensities in Watts *) 
PSSatPow = 10^14 PSSatPhot Plank SOL/Lambda2 
PPSatPow = 10^14 PPSatPhot Plank SOL/Lambda1 
ASatPow = 10^14   ASatPhot Plank SOL/Lambda3 
In[13057]:= 
 (* Here we estimate the input powers  
   for a forward pump direction (i.e. co-propagating beams).  First we define some variables. *) 
ClearAll[A1,A2,FiberLength,SeedPinPhot,PumpPinPhot,Pout,SeedPin,PumpPin,PumpPinPrime] 
 (*Convert to photon flux for rate equations.  We are taking the normalization standard to 10^14.  *) 
SeedPinPhot[SeedPin_] := SeedPin Lambda2/(Plank SOL)/10^14 
ASEPinPhot[ASEPin_] := ASEPin Lambda3/(Plank SOL)/10^14 
PumpPinPhot[PumpPin_] := PumpPin Lambda1/(Plank SOL)/10^14 
 (*Total input photon flux, pump plus signal. *) 
TotalIn[PumpPin_,SeedPin_,ASEPin_] := SeedPinPhot[SeedPin] + PumpPinPhot[PumpPin]+ 
ASEPinPhot[ASEPin]; 
 (*Constants as a function of fiber length -see Digonnet Rare-Earth Doped 
  Fiber Lasers and Amplifiers.  This is where the analysis begins.  *) 
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A1[PumpPin_,FiberLength_]:= PumpPinPhot[PumpPin]*Exp[(-PAbsCoeff*FiberLength) +  
                  (TotalIn[PumpPin,SeedPin,ASEPin]/(PPSatPhot))] 
A2[SeedPin_,FiberLength_]:= SeedPinPhot[SeedPin]*Exp[(-SAbsCoeff*FiberLength) + 
                  (TotalIn[PumpPin,SeedPin,ASEPin]/(PSSatPhot))] 
A3[ASEPin_,FiberLength_] := ASEPinPhot[ASEPin]*Exp[(-AAbsCoeff*FiberLength) + 
                            (TotalIn[PumpPin,SeedPin,ASEPin]/(ASatPhot))] 
 (*Total output power function*)                                  
TotalB[PumpPin_,SeedPin_,ASEPin_,Pout_,FiberLength_]:= A1[PumpPin,FiberLength] Exp[-
Pout/PPSatPhot] + A2[SeedPin,FiberLength] Exp[-Pout/PSSatPhot] + A3[ASEPin,FiberLength]Exp[-
Pout/ASatPhot] - Pout 
In[13086]:= 
(*Initialize lists*) 







effic = {}; 
GainCoeff = {}; 
SIGNAL = {}; 
all={}; 
Eta={}; 
SignalModel = {}; 






 (* Note you can vary all three parameters within loop.  
   Value of Var controls output lists- you must change this 
   along with the parameter you wish to study.  So, for example, to calculate as a function of fiber length, 
input a signal power, a pump power, and (* *) around the variable FiberLength.  In the Do loop below, 
replace the red variable name to FiberLength in three places.  Set the range of fiber lengths at the end of 
the loop.  *) 
SeedPin =    500  10^-3;   (* Watts 2.5W input NGC *) 
（* PumpPinPrime   =  15;  *）(* Watts 250W pump NGC*) 
ASEPin = 0  (* ASE STARTING POWER *) 
FiberLength =   0.975; (* meters *) 
 (* loop for  solutions--Equations taken from  
   C.Barnard, et al. "Analytical model for rare-earth-doped fiber amplifiers 
   and lasers," IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics, vol. 30, no. 8,  
   pp. 1817-1830, August, 1994. *) 
Do[(PumpPinPrime =  0.00000000000001 +  i; 
    AppendTo[DataSet, PumpPinPrimeh]; 
    Var = PumpPinPrime; 
    BGLossEff = Exp[-Palpheff FiberLength]; 
     
    PumpPin = BGLossEff * PumpPinPrime;  (* We account for the background pump loss here. *) 
         (* Find total output *) 
          total=(Pout/.First[FindRoot[TotalB[PumpPin, SeedPin, ASEPin, Pout, FiberLength] 
                              ==0,{Pout,TotalIn[PumpPin,SeedPin, ASEPin]}, 
                              AccuracyGoal->8,MaxIterations->150] 
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                              ]); 
         (* Solve for signal (seed) *) 
         (* Available pump power considers the background losses.   
            It is the pump power available for gain.  Note that 
            in the pump power level of interest, the output is linear. 
            So, we can simply multiply a scaling factor. *) 
          signal = (SeedPinPhot[SeedPin] 10^14 Plank SOL/Lambda2)*Exp[(-SAbsCoeff*FiberLength) + 
                   (TotalIn[PumpPin, SeedPin, ASEPin]-total)/(PSSatPhot)]; 
          AppendTo[SIGNAL,signal];          
         (* Solve pump *) 
         (* Assume BG loss causes a new effective pump input *) 
          pump =   
                  (PumpPinPhot[PumpPin] 10^14 Plank SOL/Lambda1)*Exp[(-PAbsCoeff*FiberLength) + 
                  (TotalIn[PumpPin, SeedPin, ASEPin]-total)/(PPSatPhot)]; 
AppendTo[effic,100(signal-SeedPin)/PumpPin]; 
          (* Add to lists-all used for export *)  
          AppendTo[Xlist,Var]; 
          AppendTo[Ylist,signal];         
          AppendTo[signalout,{ Var, signal}]; 
           AppendTo[SignalModel, {Var,9 1.04(1 - Exp[-0.120*(Var)])}]; 
          AppendTo[signalExcel,signal]; 
          AppendTo[VarExcel,Var]; 
          AppendTo[gain,{Var,10Log[10,signal/SeedPin]}]; 
          AppendTo[pumpout,{Var,  pump}]; 
           AppendTo[pumpabs,{Var,  10 Log[10,pump/PumpPinPrime]}]; 
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          AppendTo[eff,{Var,100(signal-SeedPin)/PumpPinPrime}]; 
          ) 
                         ,{i,0.0000001,15,0.005}];  (* Do loop iteration *) 
 (* use the value of the output signal if no pump were present into the red above 
   to obtain the pump conversion efficiency *) 
 (*Plots*)    
g1 = ListPlot[signalout,PlotJoined->True, 
              Frame->True,FrameLabel->{Var,"Output Power (W)"},PlotRange->All,GridLines->Automatic] 
g2 = ListPlot[pumpout,PlotJoined->True,PlotRange->All, 
              Frame->True,FrameLabel->{"Fiber Length (m)","Pump Leakage (W)"},GridLines->Automatic] 
g22 = ListPlot[pumpabs,PlotJoined->True,PlotRange->All, 
              Frame->True,FrameLabel->{"Fiber Length (m)","Pump Leakage (W)"}] 
g3=  ListPlot[gain,PlotJoined->True,PlotLabel->"Gain"] 
g4 = ListPlot[eff,PlotJoined->True,PlotLabel->"Conversion Efficiency", 
              PlotRange->All] 
 
